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SUBJECT : LAGUNA LAKE DREDGIN G
RECOMMENDATION
Suspend work on the Laguna Lake dredging project until such time as there is broad public an d
Council support for prioritizing funding for dredging in the city-wide goal setting and financia l
planning effort as evidenced by allocating City funding resources and/or grants that cover projec t
costs .
REPORT-IN-BRIEF
The dredging of Laguna Lake has been reviewed several times by the Council over the last fe w
years culminating in the approval of an environmental document in December of 2009 . At
Council's request staff did some additional research on the project to provide Council wit h
information to make a final determination on whether or not to move forward with the project ,
and if the decision is to move forward, what activities would be undertaken . The information
requested includes information on the practicality of the proposed dredging method, discussion s
with adjacent property owners as to their willingness to accept dredge material, grant fundin g
opportunities, if a smaller lake is an alternative, and what ongoing maintenance would be neede d
once the dredging was done .
Staff is recommending that no further work occur on this project at this time so that availabl e
resources can be applied to Measure Y priority projects, and projects associated with Counci l
Goals, and Other Important Objectives .
DISCUSSIO N
Backgroun d
Laguna Lake first appears on the City's "radar" in the mid 1950's with the Laguna Lak e
Committee reporting to Council on proposals for land acquisition, and lake and par k
development . Residential development was occurring in the area and, through the first par k
master plan, a very intensive use was being planned for the park including boating an d
swimming in the lake .
Circa 1980, the community saw the lake go nearly dry during drought years and was concerned .
The first management plan for the lake was developed in 1982 and while discussing dredging a s
a potential action, did not go so far as to propose it as a first plan of action . Instead, the
management plan recommended that the Prefumo Arm be dredged regularly, weeds harvested ,
and additional water impounded at the end of the rainy season .
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Circa 1990 the lake experiences another drought, drying the lake and generating renewed
concern from area residents . A new effort was started at the City to explore the possibility o f
dredging, only to become a victim of budget cuts after which the project was dormant for severa l
years . Neighbors approached the City again during a budget goal setting activity in the mi d
1990's and put the lake dredging back on the radar . The Council allocated funding to provid e
consultant studies and potential methods for completing the dredging . The Council reviewed
those options and requested a number of additional investigations on options and related issue s
over the last several years . Ultimately, Council agreed to have staff work toward finalizing the
environmental document based on a broad project description that could encompass a variety o f
issues for study and mitigation determinations . That document was prepared, reviewed, an d
provided to Council in November of 2009 .
Recent Action
On December 1, 2009, the City Council approved a Mitigated Negative Declaration for th e
Laguna Lake Dredging project outlined in the environmental document . Council also gav e
direction for staff to return with the following information .
1. Review alternatives for dredging with someone experienced in dredging projects to verif y
that the approach defined by the consultants and recommended by staff was grounded i n
practicality.
2. Discuss with the property owners of larger parcels in the immediate vicinity of the lake thei r
interest or willingness to accept dredge spoils as a way to minimize transportation an d
disposal costs.
3. Determine if grant funding is really a possibility by exploring the potential grants available .
4. Review the potential to have a smaller lake .
5. Review future maintenance costs .
Staff has included the report from the November 17, 2009 Council meeting, continued t o
December 1, 2009, (Attachment 1) as the report and attachments provide considerable history o n
the discussions surrounding the dredging . Staff was also requested to provide the technical
studies prepared as part of the dredging project in the Council reading file . Below are discussion s
of the follow-up items requested by the Council .
1. Method for Partial Dredgin g
The City was fortunate in that the dredging of the Morro Bay harbor was occurring at the time
staff received direction from Council . The owner of the dredging company agreed to meet wit h
City staff at Laguna Lake to discuss the potential project . The discussion confirmed that the
City's plan of dredging using a hydraulic dredge and looking for close disposal sites is practical .
The representative from the dredging company indicated that hydraulic dredging is significantly
cheaper than mechanical dredging . Hydraulic dredging combines the sediment with water and
pumps it to the shore which is different than mechanical dredging where the material is scoope d
out with large equipment and hauled it to shore on a barge . Hydraulic dredging also has th e
advantage of being quieter and less polluting because of the electrical equipment it uses . He
indicated the City could expect unhappy neighbors in the event it chooses mechanical dredgin g
operations . He felt it would not be feasible to work in the lake bed after pumping the water out ,
because equipment would become mired in the lake bottom . He confirmed local disposal is the
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key to keeping costs down . He also noted that we should expect that the park roadways woul d
have to be reconstructed.
Staff also had a discussion regarding material removal if the lake dried out during drough t
conditions . He felt it may be possible to take equipment out on crane mats, but the contracto r
would have to figure out how to work in the mud once the initial dried surface was removed .
There are special trucks that can go out on the dry lake bed, but they are not suitable for distanc e
travel so the material would have to be transferred to regular trucks for any hauling out of th e
park. Each transfer of material takes time and manpower, which translates to cost .
2. Disposal Potential on Properties Close to the Lake
Staff contacted all the large property owners near the lake . One property owner was not
interested in the material and another was not responsive to staff contacts . The remaining two
properties, owned by Dan Devaul and the Twisselmans, offer the largest potential as disposa l
sites for the dredge material . Both property owners are generally accepting of the idea o f
receiving the dredge material on their property and neither have any plans to date that woul d
create issues with the City's timeframe for completing this work . Both property owners
expressed the desire for their properties to be annexed to the City and expected the City to b e
responsible to obtain all necessary permits for placement of the material on the properties . Staff
did not discuss the details of an agreement between the City and the property owner and made no
commitments on what the City might agree to . The City could expect to have to pay for disposal
based on quantity, if annexation as compensation is not a viable option . The timeline and
processes needed for annexation do not appear to align with the timeline for dredging in the near
future . If dredge material is place on these properties, it will likely be placed and remain on
these properties permanently.
If the City is able to come to a final agreement with either of these property owners fo r
depositing dredged material on their property, the material should be deposited outside of th e
100-year flood plain (Attachment 2) to prevent increased flooding risk to the Oceanaire area . If
the City is able to deposit the material outside the 100-year flood plain, the same volume of flood
water can be stored in the area without the risk of additional flooding of others during a 100-yea r
storm event . These areas are generally steeper and will present a greater challenge for disposal
than the lower lying areas in the flood plain . This dredge material will need to be placed,
compacted and vegetated in such a manner that reduces the likelihood of being redeposited int o
the lake by rain events .
If it is necessary to deposit this dredge material inside the 100-year flood plain, a detailed
hydraulic evaluation of the area would need to be completed to more accurately delineate th e
100-year flood plain and consider modifications that could be completed downstream to mitigat e
this deposit of dredge material . Any changes to the 100-year flood plain will require the City to
complete the process for a Flood Insurance Rate Map revision through the Federal Emergenc y
Management Agency. Whether the City or the County was the regulating authority for thi s
activity would be determined by the location of the disposal site .
The City is, of course, also a large property owner near the lake and could be a potential disposa l
site. City property adjacent to Laguna Lake is classified as either Nature Preserve or Activ e
Parkland . During development of the technical studies, the Parks and Recreation Commissio n
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did not support placement of material on the Nature Preserve portion of the park, although ther e
was a majority willing to allow for some active park placement . The active park placement was
discussed as two mounds of dredge material permanently placed . Council authorized the use of
five acres of the Nature Preserve for temporary use as drying dredged material, but did no t
support the proposal outlined in the 1982 plan to permanently place all the material on 25 acre s
of what is now the Nature Preserve . If the Council now supports that, there will be restoratio n
required . This option was discussed in the Engineering Analysis as Alternative 1 and 5, and ha s
an estimated cost of $4 to $7 million depending upon how much of the lake is dredged . The
Nature Preserve is largely outside the 100 year flood plain .
3. Potential Grant Opportunitie s
Staff contacted a company that provides grant identification and grant writing services to supply
some expertise on what grants may have potential for the dredging project . The grants identified
at this time fall into two broad categories, environmental and recreation . Staff had researched
grants in prior years and determined that those available for this type of work generally require a
50% match . The grants researched most recently also require a significant match .
The grant that appears to align most closely with the project is one offered through an Arm y
Corps of Engineers program . The Army Corps grant objective is to use dredged material to
produce high value environmental outputs in a cost effective manner . Benefits of the project
must exceed the cost of construction, including project maintenance . High project disposal cost s
(over 25% of the total cost) are considered an indicator that the project is not cost effective .
Currently the estimated disposal costs for the City's project are around 50% of the total project
costs assuming disposal of dredge material in a landfill, indicating the project would be viewe d
by the Army Corps as having low cost effectiveness . This disposal cost may be reduced b y
utilizing neighboring properties as disposal sites for dredge material. Additional project study
and environmental work would be required to comply with the grant conditions . The City must
agree to maintain the project after completion and pay 100% of the maintenance associated with
the project .
The grant provides a 75% match but only for any incremental costs over those that would b e
normally incurred for the work. The creation of wetlands is the portion of the project that woul d
be eligible for the grant . The City would be eligible for approximately $970,000 ; however,
because of the high cost of the wetland creation, even with the 75% grant funding, disposal cost s
would be about $240,000 higher than the cost to take the material to a landfill. Given the high
disposal costs for the project in general and the small portion of the spoils that would go towar d
wetland creation, it does not appear the City's application would be highly competitive even i f
the City wanted to fund the higher cost disposal option .
The other grant which appeared to have potential is one geared toward recreation enhancement s
in areas identified in the State's recreation plan . One of the top activities listed in the State pla n
is swimming. This grant is a 50% match . The dredging project would have to be geared t o
providing swimming which would mean shoreline improvements with depths adequate to reduc e
suspended sediment levels . At this point the City does not have adequate data to determine i f
swimming could be reasonably allowed over the long term . This data gathering and analysis i s
likely to be expensive and will take time to gather . Moreover there are operational issues that
should be considered (is this a recreational amenity of the highest priority and therefore funded
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at a time of limited operational funding availability) before pursuing this type of grant . There i s
also a possibility that this grant would be shifted to the National Park System program ,
federalizing the project and dictating the need for a Federal environmental document, in additio n
to the added review needed to provide shoreline improvements . The heaviest points for grant
prioritization are allotted for meeting state, regional and local recreation needs .
Assuming the City's project rises to the top of any grant, and a grant is received, General Fun d
money would need to be appropriated for the project . The amount would be unknown until th e
grant award amount was determined . A grant may require a 50% match, but that does not mea n
that the grant will provide 50% of the total cost of the project. If less funding was received, th e
City may be able to limit dredging to match the funding received, as long as the promised projec t
goals could be met . The project would likely have to be completed as a short term dredgin g
project rather than the longer term project currently envisioned by the Council an d
environmental documents.
4. Potential for a Smaller Lak e
Council expressed an interest in exploring the idea that there would be a smaller lake that coul d
be maintained with dredging . The deepened part of the lake would probably be the area close t o
the active park near Madonna-Road. The dredging project is flexible and could be of any size th e
Council wanted to pursue . As this project has evolved in different directions over the years, it ha s
been a project of varying sizes . The most recent discussions have been along the lines o f
dredging to develop a nine to ten foot depth for the lake, going as far north as the tip of th e
peninsula . Dredging can occur in any quantity that meets the goal of the Council for the lake, bu t
based upon the dredging limits and proposed depth, it is estimated that the removal of 150,000 t o
160,000 of material is required. The last set of clearly defined goals adopted by the Council were
done as part of the lake management plan in 1982 . The four main goals were : Wildlife
Preservation, Recreation (boating, fishing, wildlife education) Enhancement, Shoreline Hom e
Protection, Agricultural Preservation .
It is unclear if a small lake would address the primary concerns expressed by the public . The
most common theme of public comment (the majority of which is from owners in the Oceanair e
neighborhoods) is to "save the lake ." It appears to the public that the lake is getting smaller . Thi s
may be because the edges are shallow and are developing more reedy type growth so the areas o f
open water are smaller. This could be aggravated by the fact that the City no longer impound s
water above the outfall elevation . Dredging a small lake would still leave the remainder of th e
lake to fill in. Only those properties in the vicinity of the dredged area would see a change .
There are occasional comments from the public regarding mosquitoes and the potential fo r
flooding. Mosquitoes will not be addressed with dredging, regardless of whether the Cit y
dredges the whole lake or a small portion, because of the need to stay away from the shoreline t o
prevent destabilization . Removal of shoreline vegetation will also not be addressed by the projec t
as currently defined . Once the lake fills each year, it no longer provides storm water storag e
capacity.
In reviewing notes from both Parks and Recreation Commission and Council meetings, ther e
were no comments from individuals saying they wanted to enjoy some particular activity on th e
lake and were unable to do it because of the condition . The 1993 Park Master Plan survey that
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was conducted of park users showed the largest number of users said they wanted the park to b e
used for natural wildlife . Enhanced water activities was near the bottom of the survey priorities .
The majority of those surveyed were at the park to "stroll ." Water related activity use was als o
near the bottom . It would appear from this information that the lake as it is today, provides th e
habitat and the appearance that is wanted by the majority of the park users .
The most recent depth survey, shown in Attachment 3, shows that the lake has reasonable dept h
for low draft water craft to traverse much of the lake . The City's own maintenance craft goes out
periodically on the lake without incident . Only the most northern areas and along the Oceanaire
neighborhood shore line, show a lake level below the 4' mark relative to the level at which i t
spills . At the end of the summer, the deep area is reduced, but there is still a significant area tha t
can be used for shallow draft crafts . This depth information would indicate that a small deeper
lake is not needed for the types of watercraft using the lake . Using information from the 1957 ,
1977, 1992, and 2001 elevation surveys, the central part of the lake near the delta at the entranc e
of Prefumo Creek, is filling with sediment at an average rate of 0 .14' per year. The northern part s
of the lake are filling with sediment at a rate of about 0 .04' per year, and the area of the lake near
the boat launch at a rate of about 0 .08' per year . The composite of these sediment fill rate s
provides the projection of the lake being filled up by 2100. Certain areas will fill in sooner tha n
others . Some areas may never fill if they are cut off from the sediment stream . However, in a
drought the lake largely dries out . Based on historical patterns of citizen concerns, it may be tha t
this drying out, rather than a desire for depth for recreation, is the driving force behind much o f
the desire of the community to dredge . Access to the lake water in a drought would be limite d
because the shorelines would not be dredged so the water would be some distance out from th e
shore.
As stated above, to complete the small lake dredging project would likely require the removal o f
150,000 to 160,000 cubic yards of material from Laguna Lake, but Council could craft an eve n
smaller single year project for further evaluation . The project work could be tailored to th e
funding level Council allocates . Assuming that it would likely cost around $50,000 for a
dredging contractor to mobilize to Laguna Lake and estimating that it could cost around $45 pe r
cubic yard of material dredge out of the lake ; a limited project could be scoped at :
Funding
$100,000
$300,000

Amount Dredged (in cubic yards)
1,11 1
5,55 5

$500,000

10,000

5. Ongoing Maintenanc e
Once the initial dredging is complete, the City could expect to have to perform maintenanc e
dredging once every five years based on historical fill rates, at a cost of approximately $250,000 ,
assuming the City has acquired the equipment . The alternative is to leave it to a futur e
generation to deal with the maintenance dredging issue when the lake filled to an unacceptabl e
level.
Recommendation
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What was not concluded at the last Council meeting was a clear statement regarding Counci l
support for this endeavor . Staffs sense is that the Council is deeply concerned about the cost an d
so has spent a considerable effort trying to find the cheapest, most efficient, and most palatabl e
way to dredge the lake . The possibilities have ranged over the years from a long term dredgin g
project operated by the City with disposal at the park, to a short term project with a contracto r
and water extraction to allow quick removal to another site . Even a project which dredges onl y
part of the lake and allows disposal on site, is likely to cost $4 million . Unless a high
reimbursement grant becomes available, there will still be significant General Fund cost s
associated with this work .
Another issue that Council should consider is the overall City benefit gained by dredging th e
lake and maintaining it in that condition . There are obvious high costs to completing thi s
complicated project, but does the community believe that it is a high priority? There have bee n
consistent voices supporting the project over the years, but there have also been voices in
opposition, noting environmental impacts and other priorities in the city's parks that need to b e
funded . In the past the Parks and Recreation Commission, although not opposed to dredging, ha s
expressed a concern that spending money on the lake would take away from higher priorit y
recreation programs .
Staff has recommended discontinuing work on this project at this time to allow limited resource s
to be applied to higher priority work in support of Measure Y, Major City Goals, and Othe r
Important Objectives . The project can be restarted in the future at Council direction, perhap s
when a clear funding source is available, or when there is evidence of broad community suppor t
for lake dredging and the corresponding activities that will be realized with a deeper lake .
Any option that continues work on the project will require staff time . Staffs highest priority is to
deliver Measure Y projects and projects with grant funding deadlines . Public Works has an
additional responsibility to develop a Hydromodification Management Plan as part of th e
Stormwater Management Plan implementation in the next 2 years as required by regulator y
authority of the Regional Water Quality Control Board . This effort is a very high priority to th e
Regional Board, thus increasing the likelihood the City would be fined if it fails to comply . To
support Measure Y and meet compliance requirements in the stormwater program, staf f
recommends that staff resources be allocated for projects that have strong Council an d
community support . The Measure Y survey did not show the lake dredging as a high priority .
The needed Council decision at this point is not about how a dredging project should or can b e
done, but if resources should be allocated to pursue this work at this time given communit y
priorities and all the factors regarding the work that have been reviewed and discussed to date .
FISCAL IMPACT
There are no immediate costs associated with the recommended action . The alternative action s
have direct staff impacts and small to significant cost impacts . The project has a current balance
of approximately $30,000 available to support consultant services for further action, or to b e
placed in completed projects to support another, higher priority project .
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As outlined in the attachments to the November 17, 2009 report, the cost for the project range s
from about $4 million to $9 million depending upon how much of the lake is dredged, if some
disposal is included at the park, and where the remaining material is disposed of. If maintenance
of the lake is to be done, additional costs would be incurred at regular intervals . Once available
space at the park had been used for disposal, all future material would have to be disposed o f
elsewhere.
ALTERNATIVE
Continue work on the project . There are a variety of options to continue work on the project ,
several of which were outlined in the November 17, 2009 Council Report (Attachment 1 – Pag e
7) and include pursuing establishment of an assessment district, pursuing grant funding ,
launching a citizen engagement process, pursuing adjacent property disposal, and preparing a
Capital Improvement Plan project request as part of the 2011-13 Financial Plan . The first four
options will require consultant service assistance given current staff work loads . The funding
available in the project budget should be adequate to provide the necessary assistance for all bu t
the property disposal which will likely involve hydraulic analysis and mitigation work .
The last option, preparation of Financial Plan documents, is a staff commitment . Only if th e
project is approved through the budget process would there be a direct dollar cost associated wit h
it, either as a fully or partially (grant assisted) funded project .
ATTACHMENT S
1. November 17, 2009 Agenda Report & Attachments & November 25, 2009 Follow-up Mem o
2. 100 Year Flood Plai n
3. Lake Depths (2001 Survey)
AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW IN THE COUNCIL OFFIC E
Laguna Lake Management Plan (1982 )
Technical Reports prepared by LFR Levine•Fricke:
1. Ecological Resources and Potential Impacts of Dredging Operations at Laguna Lake
2. Characterization of Sediment and Water at Laguna Lak e
3. Engineering Analysis of Dredging and Disposal Alternatives at Laguna Lake
1 :\counul agenda reportswublic works udr,1010 p,ya 11d
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Meeting Date

November 17, 2009
Item . Number

C I T Y O F S A N L U I S O B I S P O

FROM:

Jay D. Walter, Director of Public Work s
Prepared By: Barbara Lynch, City Engineer

SUBJECT : LAGUNA LAKE DREDGING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Adopt a resolution approving a Mitigated Negative Declaration (ER 31-06) for the Lagun a
Lake Dredging project, Specification No . 99110 .
2. Provide direction to staff on next steps .
REPORT-IN-BRIEF
Over several years, staff has provided a discussion of dredging and related issues for severa l
Council study sessions, Parks and Recreation Commission meetings, as well as collected inpu t
from the community, generated technical reports through consultants, and developed alternative s
to complete the dredging of Laguna Lake . (Attachment 1) Staff has provided a summary of many
of the items discussed over this period (Attachments 2, 3, 4, and 5), including general
information about dredging and dredging alternatives, other related issues, and public input .
At the September 6, 2005 study session, the Council authorized staff to proceed wit h
development of the environmental study for the project . The Council endorsed a general projec t
description presented by staff for purposes of completing the study shown in Attachment 6 . Staff
was clear at the time that the project may change in the future, and the environmental stud y
might need to be updated ; however, the project description would include the most likely projec t
elements to maximize the benefit of completing the document . Most recently the document was
updated to meet the requirements of the California Global Warming Solution Act, targetin g
green house gas emissions.
Project Description Summar y
As outlined in greater detail in Attachment 6, the proposed project is to continuously dredge the
lake for twenty-two weeks annually for the next ten years. This should result in the removal o f
150,400 cubic yards of silt and other material at the end of this ten-year period, which will lowe r
the average depth of the central lake by about 1 .5 feet, for a resulting average depth of about 9
feet. Dredged materials would be disposed of via a combination of the construction of berms i n
the active park, wetland creation (filling in low areas of the lake near the peninsula) and offsit e
disposal. At the end of the ten-year cycle, it is likely that the City would need to begi n
maintenance dredging to keep the lake at the new depth . In summary, with this approach,
maintaining the lake is likely to be an ongoing operation indefmitely .
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Based on this ten-year approach, the "mid-range" average annual cost estimate is $460,000 ,
summarized as follows in 2009 dollars :
Mid-Range Annual Cost Estimat e

Annual lease-purchase payment for equipment *
Staffing
Silt disposal
Other costs
Total

40,000
135,000
240,000
45,000
$460,000

* Based on purchase cost of $300,000, 5% interest rate and ten-year ter m

As discussed in Attachment 5, the cost could be different, depending on how much of the lake i s
dredged, how quickly, and how the material is disposed o f
Feasibility Assessmen t
The Initial Study provides the information that the project, as described, is feasible as long a s
reasonable care is taken to protect the environment . It does not address the feasibility from a
funding perspective . The Initial Study resulted in a Mitigated Negative Declaration o f
environmental impact . Mitigation measures are incorporated in the Resolution to approve th e
environmental document incorporated in this report as Attachment 7 . This report, th e
attachments, and the Initial Study provide historical context and technical information . It must
be noted that the project is subject to regulation and approval by the Army Corps of Engineer s
and the Department of Fish and Game . It is anticipated that further detailing of the manner o f
dredging, configuration of the temporary basins, and ultimate disposal of dredge spoils will b e
done to provide further reduction of environmental impacts of the project as part of th e
permitting process.
The heart-of-the-matter is really about our vision for this body of water as a park amenity ove r
the long term, and whether or not the vision is achievable and sustainable . It is not just the initial
dredging that is required, but ongoing dredging to maintain the lake depth . In order to answer
this core question it may be necessary to engage a broad cross-section of the public (and not onl y
lake area residents) to study the issue, the options and the level of community support for th e
various options . An alternative is provided in the staff report that would make a citize n
engagement process the next step .
Prior to considering the options, it is important to outline the early history of the park, includin g
how the lake came about . Staff has also included information to refresh Council members o n
dredging methods and related issues, including dredging alternatives and rough estimated costs ,
in the attachments . The Initial Study and companion documents also provide significan t
amounts of technical information . This report is organized to provide this information a s
follows:
Staff Report : Historical context, status and "next step" alternative s
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Attachments: Project description and negative declaration resolution, summaries regarding
dredging and related issues ; 2004 Parks and Recreation Commission and public input; dredging
and disposal alternatives detailed .
Council Reading File: Historical park plans and environmental technical studie s
DISCUSSION
Background and Historical Context
History bears out that this has been one of the City's more challenging projects to bring t o
completion, and so staff has been looking deeper into the history of the park and lake to bette r
understand its beginnings, the original intent, and the City's obligations . The history of the lake
not only gives the Council a frame of reference for how the City got into this position, but help s
understand the community interests and how they have changed over time .
1 . The first Laguna Lake Committee and Laguna Lake Master Plan - 1955-1964
Council records indicate that in 1956 the Laguna Lake Committee reported to the Council it s
recommendation to proceed with lake development and property acquisition. At that time, the
City owned a portion of the property, but not all . Adjacent property owners were not interested in
developing a lake for a recreational area then . The Council supported the Committee' s
recommendation for the park, including pursuing condemnation of properties if necessary .
The original vision of the lake appears to have come about through the Laguna Lake Committe e
and the development of the first Master Plan for the park . More commonly known as the Hecto r
Plan, named after its author, the Master Plan outlined a very developed park estimated to hav e
10,000 visitors a day, 500 of which were sightseers only . The park was envisioned to includ e
conversion of the marsh to a lake and included the following vision :
A lake " . . .filled frequently to capacity with . . . boats," with sheltered coves, fishing ,
boat launching and docking, a 1000 foot long swimming beach sheltered b y
vegetation and fencing and accommodating 1000 people at a time, a golf course, a
peninsula for fisherman, picnickers, and "strolling visitors," a club house with a
social room, restaurant, snack bar and park office, a tot lot, a dancing and skatin g
facility, ping pong tables, junior museum, senior citizens building and facilities ,
playfields for football, softball, volley ball, and lawn bowling, along with horsesho e
pits, handball and shuffleboard areas, a nine hole golf course and driving range, a fire
circle, outdoor amphitheater, camp-out areas, archery range, hiking, and picnic
facilities for 300 families and a group picnic area for 600 .
In 1964, the Council adopted the Hector Plan for a balanced recreational use of the property.
When looking out across the park today, it is possible to see how that vision started to tak e
shape :
1. The lake was partially dredged out to assist adjacent property developmen t
2. Additional properties were acquire d
3. Roads and restrooms were installed
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A play ground and some picnic tables were installed
A boat launching area was built
Trees were planted to begin the landscaping that would provide shelter from the win d
The outflow from the lake was controlled to store more water

2. The Laguna Lake Management Plan — 1979-198 2
In 1982, a separate Laguna Lake Management Plan was completed for the lake only, separat e
from the prior park master plans which address the park as a whole . In that plan, community
desires for the lake were condensed into four essential goals, wildlife preservation, recreatio n
enhancement, shoreline home protection and agricultural preservation . The plan identified a
variety of potential uses of the lake including :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shore Fishin g
Boating
Swimming
Open-Water Wildlife Habita t
Bird Watchin g
Riparian Wildlife Habitat
Sediment Retention

The management program adopted by the City Council at that time included only two measure s
to be undertaken by the City, maintenance of the Prefumo Creek sediment basin and control o f
aquatic weeds by mechanical harvester . Some of the programs for lake management discussed i n
the study included dredging ; however, the Council did not adopt any of those programs at th e
time . The management plan identified the following objectives, which dredging could assist i n
achieving :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase the depth so that in dry weather water would remain in the lak e
Reduce aquatic weed s
Prevent sediment from reaching the lake
Preserve the characteristics of the lake that are important to wildlife, flood protection an d
recreational opportunities

The City has pursued the adopted management program . For many years after Prefumo Cree k
was diverted to flow through the lake, silt transported down from the Irish Hills accumulated i n
the Prefumo Arm, gradually filling that area and effectively reducing the surface area of th e
original lake . Regular projects to remove silt from the area near Los Osos Valley Road hav e
prevented more sediment from reaching the lake . While the delta that has formed at the mouth o f
the creek, where it reaches the lake, is not popular with some local residents, it probably serve s
to slow water in the Prefumo Arm and allow it additional time to release sediment . Fine silts ,
suspended in the water, still reach the lake, which is the source of much of the turbidit y
(cloudiness) when the prevailing winds blow . Aquatic weeds were harvested for several years .
They are now not the problem they were at the time the management plan was developed . Actual
harvesting of weeds has not been done in many years . Reeds along the lake edge continue t o
grow and will until such time as the City invests in a removal operation . The reeds grow in
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shallow water close to the shore, an area not suitable for dredging because of potential for shor e
destabilization and erosion .
Dredging, although not identified in the originally adopted program, will certainly deepen th e
lake and reduce the likelihood of it going dry . This original plan envisioned a long-term projec t
whereby material would be dredged from the lake each year, dried and disposed of on site . That
plan acknowledged that : "Due to cost, it is not considered feasible to transport the material away
from the disposal site ." Discussions continue today on how to accomplish this .
The proximity of the lake to the surrounding open space in and near Cerro San Luis contribute s
to the ongoing presence of wildlife at the lake . Whether we have a lake or a marsh, wildlife wil l
continue to be a part of the park (and lake) environment .
3. The Laguna Lake Master Pla n
In 1993, when the next Laguna Lake Park Master Plan was completed, an on-site and telephone
survey ranked expanded use for natural wildlife as the number one priority. Clearly the vision
had changed from a very developed and heavily used active park represented in the origina l
Hector Plan, to one that was passive in nature. Even the name of the park was recommended to be changed to Laguna Lake Nature Park . That plan also established the Nature Preserve area o f
the park .
The lake itself has remained at the heart of discussion over the years most likely because whethe r
the park is a highly developed park with thousands of people, or a park supporting wildlife, the
lake is a part of the vision . At least for some members of the public, there is a fear that the lak e
will gradually fill in because of sediment deposited by Prefumo Creek, and there is still a desir e
that the lake be available for recreation. The drying-out of the lake during droughts also draw s
concerns from those advocates of the lake as a recreational resource . For those whose vision i s
solely for a nature preserve / passive setting, the loss of the lake seems to matter less .
4. Previous Council Directio n
After the completion of the Laguna Lake Management Plan and at the urging of members of th e
community, the Council authorized an environmental study with the assistance of outsid e
expertise . Cutbacks in funding resulted in that effort going uncompleted for several years .
Council action in 1999 confirmed their intent to maintain the lake as a recreational facility and
resurrected the effort to explore the possibility of a dredging project . The Council allocated
approximately $200,000 in funding over a two year period and staff obtained the services of a
firm to complete various technical studies and produce the environmental document.
During the preparation of the most recent technical studies, Council direction was to look at a
short term dredging project to see how that might be accomplished . After reviewing technica l
studies and costs, the Council directed staff to return to the slower, long term dredging concep t
for purposes of the environmental document . This concept is described in more detail in th e
project description, but in summary it details a seasonal removal of material with an electric
dredge, stretching over 10 years, costing approximately $2 million over that period to operate th e
dredging and drying program, with additional costs for disposal . The dredging would have to
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eventually become a maintenance dredging program if the money invested was to be meaningful .
Just like streets, the condition will deteriorate if maintenance is not ongoing and the money spen t
initially to complete the dredging would have been wasted .
The other major, and very significant change in terms of cost since dredging was originall y
proposed in the Laguna Lake Management Plan, was the designation of the nature preserve are a
in the Laguna Lake Park Master Plan, which severely limited the area (25 acres) originall y
identified in the for large scale disposal of dredged material. The Council did ultimately
authorize the use of 5 acres for drying operations, but this would be suitable only for the longe r
term/low volume dredging operation, with the area used for drying beds .
Environmental Document
The environmental document is a Mitigated Negative Declaration of an Initial Study . It was
made available for public comment as required and is now ready for Council approval . Staff
recommends approval of the document, even though there is no dedicated funding for an y
project because the document is the culmination of several years of work on technica l
documents, Council Study Sessions, and revisions . Although the City did not have fundin g
allocated for dredging at the time the direction to move forward with the document was made ,
staff recommended the development of a project description and completion of the document for
two reasons :
1. The completed environmental document would provide information on whether it wa s
possible to reasonably mitigate the work .
2. Possession of a completed document could assist the City in obtaining grant funding if a
suitable grant source was located .
Several mitigation measures have been identified, which are specified in the Council Resolutio n
for approval, Attachment 7 . In general, the mitigation measures cover a series of requirements t o
be used in guiding the work to ensure the impact of the project is minimized to the largest degre e
possible :
1. The measures are standard practices seen in grading projects and projects near water bodies .
2. The project will include monitoring for biological and archeological resources and for nois e
levels.
3. In addition to the monitoring for biological resources, pre-construction surveys will b e
carried out, as well as training and work area delineation .
4. Dust control will include normal measures for wetting and reseeding along with a mandator y
slow speed limit for hauling vehicles .
5. Other air quality measures include using modern, lower emission equipment and an electri c
dredge. The document specifies carbon neutrality through offsets.
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6 . Dredging will not encroach too close to the shore line to prevent destabilization . (This mean s
that reeds will remain along the shore unless a separate reed removal operation i s
undertaken .)
Next Steps
With the completion of the environmental document, staff would normally be ready to procee d
with preparation of construction documents for public bidding . Given the lack of budget for th e
construction and an alternative to complete the work as a staff maintenance operation, directio n
is needed from the Council as to how they wish to proceed . Staff has outlined some options fo r
the Council's consideration below .
1 . Pursue Citizen Outreach and Engagemen t
The completion of the environmental document has shown that there are no fatal technical flaws
for the project, as described . However, while feasible, it is anticipated to be about $5,000,000 t o
complete the dredging as described and dispose of the material . Funding, therefore, is the major
stumbling block for moving forward . One option to address this is to have staff create a citize n
engagement program to help determine if there is enough community support for dredging an d
how much time and money the community is willing to spend on dredging versus othe r
important priorities . Grants are available for citizen engagement, a process intended to addres s
problems faced by agencies for which there are no preconceived outcomes, where an agenc y
truly does not have firm direction on what to do . The remaining project funding of might also b e
used to achieve this . The information from such an effort would give the Council a bette r
understanding of how high a priority this is for the community at large (not just for th e
neighborhood), and whether the City should move forward or not .
Over the years, the City has involved the community to varying degrees . There was a committe e
in 1955 that discussed what should be done with the lake and it supported dredging . The Laguna
Lake Study Committee was set up in 1979 to assist the consultants with the development of th e
Laguna Lake Management Program. The outcome of that was the Lake Management Pla n
which, with Council approval, recommended a program of sediment removal in Prefumo Ar m
and weed harvesting . Dredging was identified as the last option due to the cost . In 2004 the Park s
and Recreation Commission discussed the dredging on three occasions and received publi c
comment . That input is summarized in Attachment 4 .
At the Council ' s request, the survey in the spring of 2005 to gage support for a revenue measur e
included a question that dealt with Laguna Lake Dredging . The survey indicated about 44% o f
the citizens may be supportive of spending some new revenue on a dredging project . However ,
in comparison to all the possible service issues presented to survey respondents, such as public
safety, senior services, traffic congestion, street paving and flood protection, Laguna Lak e
dredging rated at or near the bottom of interest .
The downside of proceeding with an engagement program is that it may appear the City is goin g
to study dredging again and that the City has been doing that for 50 years .
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2. Discontinue or postpone project work
The City's current fmancial situation may speak to simply postponing consideration of a
dredging project at this time, or the Council may decide the City will never be able to affor d
(without significant grant assistance) a large-scale dredging project . The consultant's report s
have been accepted and the environmental document can be approved . Specifications for the
dredging project could be put off until such time as a funding mechanism for dredging i s
developed . The other downside to continued pursuit of the dredging is that it takes staff tim e
away from priority infrastructure maintenance projects that are funded, on top of staff reductions .
If the lake is allowed to gradually fill in, a channel of some type would remain, conveying
Prefumo Creek through the area to the outlet . The lake would increasingly take on mars h
qualities and remain a wildlife refuge . While this would be a difficult decision, it has the
advantage of discontinuing the frustration for dredging proponents of City studies and
discussions about dredging with no actual dredging completed . Instead, it would let th e
community know that other services have been determined to be more important .
3. Investigate an Assessment Distric t
A survey of the neighborhood regarding assessment district support has not been undertaken t o
staff's knowledge and may be worthy of further consideration . The City, as a lake front propert y
owner, should consider its own response to such a question . The City would conceivably b e
responsible for half the cost as a lake front property owner .
4. Complete Financial Plan Submittal s
If the Council would like to continue to work on this project, staff can be directed to prepar e
Financial Plan submittals for continued work . Those submittals could take a variety of forms
including, a request for funding to pursue disposal easements on adjacent property, staff an d
equip an in-house dredging program, contract with grant acquisition firms to research and appl y
for grants to dredge the lake or allocate a portion of the general fund for a contract dredgin g
operation.
Summary — The Heart of the Matte r
Although a great deal of technical, environmental and financial information is outlined in thi s
report, the attached materials, and within the environmental document, the "elephant-at-thetable" is that we do not have funding to move this project forward in a timely and sustained way ,
unless the Council is willing to reallocate funding from other priorities . In the meantime, the
lake continues to silt up . Therefore, we need to eventually get to the heart of the matter, whic h
is:
How much are we willing to invest as a community to drastically alter the presen t
"evolution" of the lake in order to assure its long term future as a man-made lak e
suitable for boating and other activities? Or, do we allow it to evolve into somethin g
different?
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As the elected representatives of the community, the Council may choose to directly answer thi s
question. Or, the Council may wish to initiate a more extensive citizen engagement proces s
before making a fmal decision . If the "citizen engagement" option is chosen, staff will need t o
develop an engagement concept and submit a grant application for support funds . An entity
exists within California (Common Sense California) to promote such engagements through smal l
grant awards (for example, Morro Bay received a grant to engage a discussion about a future fir e
station) . Staff would pursue this grant source first . A requirement of this program is that the
grantee does not have a preconceived outcome in mind when initiating the engagement . If we
truly are not sure what to do and how much to invest in restoring Laguna Lake, then this issu e
may be a good candidate for such a grant .
While the cost will depend on the engagement concept, it is estimated to cost $15,000 . If the
grant application is not successful, and the remaining project balance is not adequate, the staff
could return to the Council for consideration of other funding options .
CONCURRENCE S
The Community Development Department has reviewed the Initial Study and concurs with th e
outlined findings and mitigation measures . Planning Commission review is not required for thi s
environmental Study. Earlier Parks and Recreation Commission reviewed the project alternative s
during a series of meetings and their input has been provided as Attachment 4 . They will also b e
part of the final project plan design at such time as the project moves forward . Natural Resources
staff has been involved during the development of the technical reports and environmental study ,
and will continue to be involved as the project is developed . Regulatory permits will need to b e
acquired if the City moves forward with implementation, and additional requirements an d
mitigation are anticipated from those agencies .
FISCAL IMPACT
The approval of the environmental document has no fiscal impact . Additional action on the
project may have significant costs, depending upon what Council directs . The project has a
current unencumbered balance of just under $14,000 .
The alternatives for the initial dredging range in cost from about $4 to $9 million dollar s
depending upon how much of the lake is dredged, if some disposal is included at the park, and
where the remaining material is disposed of. These costs would need to be periodically paid ou t
to sustain the lake depth . Most likely, only during the initial dredging operation would th e
material be able to be placed at the park, after the available area had been used, future materia l
from maintenance dredging would have to be disposed of off site . More detail of the alternative s
can be found in Attachment 5, or in the Tables section of the Engineering Analysis of Dredgin g
and Disposal Alternatives .
ALTERNATIVE
Stop work altogether on the dredging project with no further staff resources spent . This
alternative, while definitively conveying the message to staff that there would not be continuin g
work on the project, would not answer the question about the community's desires for the lak e
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and park . It would also fall short knowing whether dredging work is a priority worth spendin g
limited City resources on, if there was community support for any dredging option .
ATTACHMENT S
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Site Map
About Dredgin g
Related Issues
2004 Parks and Recreation Commission Input
Dredging and Disposal Alternative s
Project Description
Resolution for approval of the Environmental Document

AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW IN THE COUNCIL OFFIC E
Laguna Lake Master Plan (1961 — The Hector Plan)
Laguna Lake Master Plan (1993 )
Laguna Lake Management Plan (1982 )
Environmental Document
Technical Reports prepared by LFR Levine• Fricke :
1. Ecological Resources and Potential Impacts of Dredging Operations at Laguna Lake
2. Characterization of Sediment and Water at Laguna Lake
3. Engineering Analysis of Dredging and Disposal Alternatives at Laguna Lak e
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What are the goals for the lake?
In the Laguna Lake Park Management Plan the goals are listed as Wildlife Preservation ,
Recreation Enhancement, Shoreline Home Protection and Agricultural Preservation .
Comments from the public vary and include concerns about mosquitoes, smell, flooding ,
recreation uses and, particularly when the lake dries out during droughts, the subject of dredgin g
the lake comes up .
What dredging will do?
The dredging will maintain the lake as a recreational facility for the community. Parks and
Recreation is even considering the possibility of stocking the lake for fishing . The lake will als o
be more conducive to wind surfing and boating . The completion of the dredging will result i n
deeper open water habitat, less subject to roiling by the wind, which should reduce the turbidit y
that currently exists at the lake . The deeper, cooler water may also discourage the growth o f
certain weeds, which need sunlight to grow, and possibly the algae .
Finally, increasing the depth of the lake by dredging will increase the likelihood that there wil l
be water in the lake during drought years .
What dredging will not do ?
Dredging Laguna Lake is not a storm water management activity . Water remains in the lake
during the summer months . This is because the lake bottom is lower than the outlets . Because
that water level is relatively constant, the lake can not take in significant amounts of storm wate r
in the winter from the adjacent residential area . Once the lake is full, water begins to back up i n
the system and flooding occurs . The lake would have to be emptied prior to winter rains t o
provide any significant flood protection .
Dredging the lake will not take care of the reeds and associated mosquito problem along th e
shore line . Recommendations for dredging are clear that dredging should not start closer than 5 0
feet from the shore line . The reason for this is to prevent destabilizing the shore . Dredging to o
close to the shore could result in excessive shore line erosion or collapse .
The seven basic components to the dredging project :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How much of the lake is dredged (quantity )
Material removal technique
Material drying technique
Material disposal / placement
Environmental Impact s
Cost
Duration

1 . Quantit y
How much of the lake we dredge will clearly have an impact on cost . The project descriptio n
used for the Initial Study is for a reduced dredging area . In general, this approach looks at
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dredging the lake, from above the inlet at Prefumo Creek, to Madonna Road. The alternative is
to dredge to the northern end of the lake .
The delta which has formed at the mouth of the Prefumo Arm has grown to such a size that i t
now serves as a wildlife habitat and one consulting biologist recommended that it be left i n
place. There has been interest expressed in removing it to allow deeper dredging in the Prefum o
Arm and reestablishing open water in that area . Based on biological studies, it may be difficul t
to get approval to do so from regulatory agencies . The City should continue its practice o f
routine dredging in the arm to remove the collection of material . This helps to control what
reaches the lake.
2. Material Removal Technique
The material will either be scooped or pumped out . Once the material is manageable, it can b e
placed at the park or hauled away . The scooping methods reduce the amount of water that i s
taken with the material . This shortens the drying time . Pumping is accomplished by mixing
water with the material at the lake bottom and pumping it to shore . The water content can be as
high as 90 percent .
3. Material Drying Technique
There are two basic drying techniques . The first method is to use nature to do the work . The
material is set out and allowed to drain and dry . The second is a mechanical means . Specialized
equipment processes the material through something equating to the spin cycle on a washin g
machine . The effectiveness can be heightened with additives to absorb water. This equipment is
proprietary and can add cost, but the trade off is avoiding the need to find areas large enough to
construct drying beds without impacting sensitive species .
4. Material Disposal / Placement
Disposal of dredge materials is a significant portion of the cost to complete the dredging . If a
location can be found for disposal on the lake property, it would reduce the cost . The Nature
Preserve portion of the park is home to various protected plants and wildlife . Portions of the
front of the park are dedicated to the memorial grove, with the rest of the park considered th e
"active" park . There are areas within the active park were spoils could be placed, changing th e
contours of the park . This will not be enough to handle all of the spoils but would still reduc e
the cost of the project .
Off-site disposal is an unknown cost . It could be very costly or relatively inexpensive . It relies
on available uses at the time the material is removed . In the past, on small dredging projects, th e
City has left disposal to the contractor . If the City completes the dredging in a short period o f
time, finding a single location in need of that much material could be difficult . If a site adjacent
to the lake could be found and the material used to re-contour the ground, it would be relatively
inexpensive . Sometimes use can be made of this type of material at landfills for cover . Probably
the worst situation is that the City will have to pay to place it at the landfill as waste .
While it seems extremely odd to put the material back in the lake, that is an option . The project
description used for the Initial Study proposes that the material would be used to fill in an area o f
the lake to create a different type of habitat from that of open water, and to enlarge the peninsula.
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Additional islands could be created by berming the soil with rock structures below the water t o
prevent the material from drifting.
Metals in the sediment are not found in extreme amounts and are most likely of natural origins .
This fmding is based on a review of surrounding rock formations and their makeup . However, if
for any reason, the sediment was determined to be "regulated," and require special handling an d
disposal, the project costs would increase dramatically . Based on the information collected to
date, this problem is not anticipated.
5. Environmental Impact s
In the short term, the project has the potential for noise, both from the dredging equipment an d
the hauling of material . This noise could be constant at times . There is the potential for odors
and unsightliness if the material is dried at the site . Disruption to plants and wildlife is to b e
expected primarily as a result of a decreased water surface elevation as water gets removed wit h
sediment . Also placement of the spoils at the park and / or hauling activities can disrupt plant
and wildlife as well as park activities .
6. Cost
Costs to complete the project have been estimated in the $4,000,000 to $9,000,000 range .
7. Duration
The alternatives described in the technical report vary from 1 to 3 summers, working wit h
aggressive schedules. Less aggressive approaches could easily extend the duration for man y
years .
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Below are summaries of other items the Council has requested for discussion at variou s
points during the project, related to the dredging :
Related Issues
1. Aeration
2. Lake Depth versus Turbidity
3. Lake infill rate review and historical dept h
4. North Oceanaire Area Drainage Improvements
5. Upstream Sediment Contro l
6. Water Pollutio n
1. Aeratio n
Aeration is a process by which air is introduced to the lake to increase the level of dissolve d
oxygen in the water . A secondary result can be mixing of the water which reduces temperatur e
differences in the water, ie warm at the top, cool at the bottom .
The value in introducing oxygen is to assist with the breakdown of organic material . If the
volume of organic material is great enough, it will tend to use up the available oxygen and the n
the process slows or stops . The result is turbidity and lack of oxygen for fish . Oxygen in the
bottom water of the lake also reduces the release of elements such as iron and manganese fro m
the sediments .
The City does not have data on the volume of organic sediments in the lake . However, studie s
were completed in previous years to determine the levels of dissolved oxygen . Due to the wind
that whips the lake, typically most afternoons, the lake generally has oxygen throughout it s
depth. There may be a few of the deepest areas that do not . The wind also blends the lak e
temperature and so there is little differential in lake temperatures . There can be low levels o f
oxygen in the morning, both because plants do not generate oxygen at night and because th e
water is calm . This is relieved by both the wind and rainy weather which increase the oxygen in
the lake . Aquatic weeds, noted as a problem in the 1980's studies have not been a problem i n
recent years and the City has taken no action in that area since halting the weed harvestin g
program and does not receive complaints regarding weeds .
The primary issue at the lake, besides mosquitoes, for which the City staff takes complaints, i s
the algae bloom which occurs in mid to late summer during some years . Algae are a part of a
normal lake environment and provide food and energy for other animals . When algae grow
rapidly it is referred to as an algae "bloom ." Blooms are typically a result of high levels o f
nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus . These nutrients can come from a variety o f
sources . The most likely sources for this lake are the birds and storm water runoff carryin g
detergents, fertilizers and organic debris . An active public information program as part of th e
City's efforts to reduce pollutants in the storm water is probably one of the best actions to tak e
against this particular problem . The City should also discourage feeding of birds by the public .
Other options include chemical treatment which causes the precipitation of the phosphorus in th e
water .
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The estimated cost for solar aeration units is $150,000 . The current condition of the lake doe s
not appear to warrant the expense of aeration, primarily because of the wind action whic h
provides this activity free of charge most afternoons . If the lake is dredged, it is possibl e
aeration may be need if the wind action does not allow the lower depths to be stirred up .
2. Lake Depth versus Turbidit y
To date, none of the studies have covered the relationship between the lake depth and th e
turbidity. The amount of material removed from the Prefumo Arm indicates this area serves t o
remove the larger material, such as sands and gravels . The fine clay remains suspended in th e
water and moves out into the lake . Some of it remains suspended as long as the lake is turbulent .
There has been testimony from the public indicating that in the early days of the lake (1960's, )
the water was clearer . Using the historical information on the lake, and the above testimony, a
bottom depth of about 9 feet should reduce the muddy appearance . The area of the lake nearest
Madonna Road is the closest to that, ranging from 8 to 9 feet depth when the lake is full, with th e
central portion of the lake ranging from 6 to 8 feet deep . It should be noted that the lake nea r
Madonna Road is currently at about 5 feet deep .
3. Lake infill rate review and historical dept h
Using 1957, 1977, 1992 and 2001 lake bottom surveys, staff reviewed historical data to tak e
another look at the rate of sedimentation accumulation in the lake . The rates are higher near the
delta at Prefumo Creek and lower in the northern reaches. Using average rates of fill since
1957, and assuming no filling occurred until 1964 when Prefumo Creek was rerouted into th e
lake, it would take between 40 and 180 years to fill the lake depending upon the location in th e
lake. Taking the highest rate of sedimentation between the various surveys, again depending
upon the location in the lake, it would take between 20 and 100 years to fill .
4. North Oceanaire Area Drainage Improvement s
The north Oceanaire area is subject to flooding due to its low elevation in relation to the lake .
The storm drain system for this area is very simple . It accepts street water and pipes it directly t o
the lake. Once the lake is full, that system backs up and no longer drains the streets . The
subdivision was designed with the street system as the backup to the pipe system, allowing th e
water to inundate the streets but not the homes . Staff was asked to look at the possibility o f
collecting the water from the north Oceanaire neighborhood and carrying it, via pipe, to belo w
the outlet of the lake on the southerly side of Madonna Road .
Assuming a design for a 10-year storm capacity, a 42" pipeline would have to be installed th e
length of Oceanaire Drive. Due to the distance to reach the outlet of the lake culverts on th e
southerly side of Oceanaire Drive, the resulting depth is such that a lift station would be require d
to bring it above the creek waters . After including needed manholes in the system and upgradin g
the inlets for increased capture ability, this project is estimated to cost $2 .2 million . The area
would still flood in heavier storms .
5. Upstream Sediment Control
The watershed for Prefumo Creek includes the Irish Hills area in addition to some residentia l
tracts. This area is steep and sparsely vegetated. Water can be observed running down cuts i n
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the slopes along Prefumo Canyon Road . In a nutshell, the potential for sediment is very high .
There is not one particular spot that is responsible for the debris found in the Prefumo Arm of th e
lake . This makes control in the watershed difficult .
One option for sediment control was discussed in the 1982 Laguna Lake Management Plan an d
that is to dredge the arm much deeper . The creek would then encounter an area of open water in
the Arm prior to entering the lake . The slower open water area would be more likely to cause th e
creek to give up its fine sediments at this point in addition to the heavy material it now yields .
Dredging the arm deeply is no small task . It is a restricted area with considerable vegetation an d
residences nearby . To date, the regulatory agencies have been anxious that we keep the uppe r
vegetation. At least some of this would have to go in order to establish stable banks as we wen t
deeper. We could no longer dredge with earth moving equipment as we do now because w e
would be working in a wet environment . Sediment removal would have to be done regularly
with a dredge or we would return to the situation we have now . This returns us to the issue o f
the need for dredging equipment and dealing with dewatering dredging slurry.
Another option is establishing sedimentation basins upstream . The only property controlled b y
the City upstream is the Laguna Lake Golf Course . Such basins would impact the course and ar e
probably not desirable .
The Master Plan for flood control and drainage in the watershed that was completed in the lat e
1970's discussed the use of a debris dam on Prefumo Creek . The dam was proposed to be 2 0
feet high and sized to hold 100,000 cubic yards of material . The estimated cost of constructio n
at that time was about $0 .5 million . This study was completed for the purpose of proposin g
flood protection improvements . The dam was not recommended for flood protection because o f
the low cost-benefit ratio . Building the dam at this time would be very difficult due t o
development that has occurred near the recommended area for the dam, environmental issue s
associated with dams and a high cost .
6 . Water Pollution
The lake is home to a number of birds that feed along the shore and likely is contaminate wit h
waste from them . The lake also does not have fresh water flowing through it in the summe r
months providing water exchange. There are naturally occurring metals in the surrounding hill s
which may be present in the water . The water appears turbid due to the suspended silts in th e
water . The City does not do routine testing of the water and is not aware of testing by any other
agency. The lake was posted for no swimming some years ago . Shoreline banks are eroded and
so not suitable for swimming entry .
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Parks and Recreation Commission Review
Staff presented the project to the Parks and Recreation Commission on June 2nd, October Oh and
November 3 rd of 2004 . The Commission took testimony during the first meeting, but did no t
discuss it .
For the second and third meetings, staff presented the following six questions to help focus the
discussion of this complex issue and gage the Commissions feelings about the project. The
Commission created a seventh question themselves . The results of the straw polls at these tw o
meetings are shown after each question .
1. Does the Commission agree dredging of Laguna Lake is an important Parks and Recreatio n
goal?
October - 4 Yes, 3 No / November - 3 Yes, 4 No
2. Does the Commission agree dredging of the lake is more important than other improvement s
in City parks such as upgrades and expansions if limited funds are available ?
October - 0 Yes, 7 No / November - 0 Yes, 7 No
3. Does the Commission support dredging a portion of the lake, in lieu of the entire lake, as a
reasonable alternative to reduce project costs ?
October - 4 Yes, 3 No / November - 0 Yes, 7 No
4. Does the Commission support use of portions of the park for deposition of dredged material ,
and if so, where ?
October - 6 Yes, 1 No / November - 4 Yes, 3 No
(The Commission was clear that disposal was in the Active Park area not the Natur e
Preserve . It would be reasonable to assume before the park was used to accommodat e
dredging spoils, they would want to see a specific plan of the disposal proposal .)
5. Does the Commission support creation of islands or wetlands in the lake using the dredge d
material?
October - 1 Yes, 5 No, 1 Undecided / November - 0 Yes, 7 No
6. Does the Commission support a long term (over 10 years) project if necessary as a
reasonable alternative to reduce project costs?
October - 2 Yes, 4 No, 1 Undecided / November - 0 Yes, 7 No
7. Does the Commission support buying adjacent land for deposition of dredged materia l
disposal?
October - 6 Yes, 1 No / November - 3 Yes, 4 No
The change in the results of the two polls could be attributed to additional time for th e
commissioners to consider the questions or it could have resulted from the testimony of th e
public at the second meeting .
The Commission expressed mixed feelings about dredging . They are concerned about the cost
and understand that the cost will just continue to rise if the project gets put off However, the y
are also very concerned about the impact of dredging on the surrounding community an d
activities at the lake .
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One clear message from the Commissioners was the unanimous agreement that dredging should
not come before other Parks and Recreation needs when funding is limited .
Citizen Inpu t
At the goal setting sessions a few citizens have attended meetings to date and the majority spea k
in favor of dredging. There appears to still be some misconceptions that dredging will take car e
of mosquito problems or flooding, which it will not .
The preference of citizens speaking out appears to be to dredge the entire lake in a relativel y
short period of time, removing the spoils from the park . The creation of islands or wetlands ha s
not been well received because it reduces the amount of open water, and raises concerns that i t
would increase the breeding grounds for mosquitoes.
At the two Council Study Sessions 16 different citizens spoke in favor of dredging, three live d
outside the Oceanaire neighborhood, two spoke regarding concerns about mosquitoes, and thre e
about flooding .
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Dredging Alternatives
The alternatives presented by the consultant in the Engineering Analysis are a mix of quantity ,
technique, drying and disposal, giving resulting impacts, cost and duration . The alternatives are
presented in the Engineering Analysis as a way of looking at the project, but are by no means th e
only permutations available . Below is a summary of the information provided in detail in th e
Engineering Analysis
Alternative 1 - Full scale dredging with near shore placement and habitat restoration
This alternative uses a closed clamshell to scoop the material from the bottom. The close d
clamshell minimizes fall back of material into the lake in comparison to an open loader such a s
those we might use in the street . The material is placed on barges and taken to shore.
At the shore, the material is dried and left in place on a large area of the park . The are a
proposed is a 25 acre site in the Nature Preserve which, while dominated by non-native grasses ,
is also home to several sensitive botanical species . Significant impact can be expected . The
alternative would then include the importation of topsoil for plant reestablishment .
Estimated duration - 12 months . Restoration would take several years .
Estimated cost - $6 .9 Million
Alternative 2 — Dredging with off-site commercial or agricultural beneficial reus e
A special hydraulic dredging and dewatering device is used for this alternative . The electric
remote ability of the unit allows 24 hour dredging. The material processed by this method is dr y
enough to be trucked from the site without separate drying beds . The number of trucks t o
remove the material is estimated at 30 trucks a day . There is a high probability for concerns
resulting from the noise and disruption of the trucking activities . The City will need to locate a
receiving site where the material could be used .
If the City were able to acquire rights to dispose of the material on one of the agricultural site s
that already abuts the lake, the material could be removed directly to the agricultural area an d
trucking from the park would not be required.
Estimated duration - 4 months to perform the dredging with continued hauling for 8 months t o
dispose of the material.
Estimated cost - $6 .2 Million plus any costs for reuse sit e
Alternative 3 — Dredging with off-site landfill disposal
The material would be removed as in Alternative 2 . The difference is in how the material i s
disposed of. In this alternative, the material is taken to the land fill to be used as cover or pai d
for as waste .
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Estimated duration - 4 months to perform the dredging with continued hauling for 8 months t o
dispose of the material.
Estimated cost - $7 .5 Million
Alternative 4 — Dredging with combined on-site island and wetland creatio n
The material is removed as in Alternative 1 with the closed clam shell . The material is dried on a
4 to 10 acre area of the park . Special berms are constructed in the lake and the materia l
reintroduced to the lake to form an island . A portion of the material can be directly deposite d
back in the lake without drying to create wetlands . Some existing wetlands will be lost i f
expansion of the existing peninsula is done, but new wetlands would be created in the upper are a
of the lake.
Estimated duration - 12 months
Estimated cost $8 .6 Million plus any costs to acquire rights to deposit material in privately
owned portions of the lake
Alternative 5 — Limited dredging with near-shore placement and habitat restoratio n
This alternative is a reduced version of alternative 1 or 2 . It requires an on shore area of 10 to 1 5
acres combined drying and fill area .
Estimated duration — 8 month s
Estimated cost - $3 .9 Million plus land cost if placement occurs off park propert y
Alternative 6 — Limited dredging with expanded wetland creatio n
Alternative 6 is a reduced Alternative 4 with wetland creation, but no island creation . This
eliminates the need to dry the material if it is to be used for wetlands .
Estimated duration — 6 month s
Estimated cost - $6 .3 Million
Incremental Dredging — Not covered in Consultant's Engineering Analysis Report
The City would purchase a small electric suction dredge and operate it remotely using a cable
system . The slurry would be pumped to the shore where a system of drying ponds would be se t
up. The slurry would be retained long enough in the pond system to allow the solids to drop out
and the water to flow off The water would have to be sampled and tested prior to returning it to
the lake. With a City staffed operation, activity would occur every year until the work wa s
completed . Based on use of 5 acres of the Nature Preserve for drying beds, drying time an d
seasonal constraints, it would take approximately 10 years to remove the sediment that has
accumulated in the lake to date. Given the duration of the initial dredging, the lake would
accumulate additional sediment during that time and the dredging operation would have to be
undertaken regularly to maintain the lake depth.
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Staffing for this operation would require at least a two people, with significant oversight, give n
the complexity and regulatory issues involved . One person would take on the entir e
responsibility for the dredging equipment and operation, including construction and maintenanc e
of the drying beds, purchase of equipment, locating and arranging for disposal of the solids an d
the hiring of temporary help as needed to assist them with the operation of the dredge and dryin g
facility.
Costs - The initial cost to construct the drying beds, drains and purchase equipment is estimate d
at $550,000 . An additional $150,000 would be needed on an annual basis to fund the ne w
dredging staff position, provide temporary help, fund operation costs and fund equipmen t
maintenance and replacement costs. A dredge that would be able to work independently (off a
cable) would cost an additional $150,000 to $300,000* . It would also be a larger and mor e
powerful dredge to accelerate the operation and could do reed removal . The public has
expressed a strong desire to have the reeds removed because of the potential for mosquit o
breeding . *(These cost estimates do not include disposal costs which are covered in more detai l
below .)
Incremental Dredging - "Spin Dry" method using a Contractor
The material is dredged with an electric dredge. The slurry is pumped back to a mechanica l
device on shore which removes the water and leaves the sediment . The "Spin Dry" equipment is
proprietary in nature, thus not available for purchase and use by the City . No drying beds ar e
needed, however some area is needed for stockpiling . Contracted dredging would occur on a
periodic rather than annual basis, as funds were available and to reduce mobilization costs .
Incremental Dredging Alternatives - 10 Year cost summary for full lake dredging :
Method
City Staffed

Frequency
Annual project
for 10 years

Annual Cost
Dredge, w/ Piping & Cabling : $200,000
Loader & Pickup : $ 100,000 (1 )
Pond Construction Costs : $ 250,000 (1)
Annual Staffing & Operation : $ 150,00 0

Contract

2 projects Annual set aside amount: $620,000
1 every 5 years
(0
First year only cost s
(2)
Does not include disposal costs — see belo w

0)

Total Cost (2 )
$ 550,000 1)

$ 1,500,000
$ 2,050,000 (2)
$ 6,200,000 (2)

In summary, on an annual basis, assuming a worst case for disposal costs as outlined in the nex t
section, dredging the lake could cost up to an estimated $705,000 to $1,120,000 per year over a
ten year period . (Total Cost above plus $5,000,000 disposal discussed below, divided by 1 0
years .)
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Initial Study Project Descriptio n
Incremental Dredging —Partial Lake Dredgin g
Worked would be accomplished as described above for the City operated electric dredge . Only
the central portion of the lake and some areas of the southern part of the lake, would be dredged .
Assuming material would first be disposed of in the active park, then through wetland creation ,
and lastly by off site landfill disposal, the costs over the 10 year operation would be as follows :
Year 1 Costs:

Total:

$200,00 0
$100,00 0
$250,00 0
$135,000
$42,000
$20,00 0
$747,000

Total :

$135,000
$42,000
$20,000
$197,00 0

Year 3 Costs :

Staff
Wetland Preparation Construction
Wetland Disposal
Operations & planting
Total:

$135,00 0
$1,200,00 0
$170,000
$20,00 0
$1,525,00 0

Year 4 - 7 Annual Costs :

Staff
Wetland Disposal
Operations & planting
Annual Total:

$135,00 0
$170,00 0
$20,00 0
$325,00 0

Staff
Landfill Disposal
Operations
Annual Total :

$135,00 0
$81,00 0
$15,00 0
$231,00 0

10 Year Total:

$4,462,00 0

Year 2 Costs :

Dredge, cabling & Piping
Pickup & Loader
Pond Construction
Staff
Disposal at on active park
Operations & hydroseeding

Staff
Disposal at on active park
Operations & hydroseeding

Year 8-10 Annual Costs:

Disposal Alternative s
The consultant discussed several options in their report for the disposal of the material . To
recap, these are ; 1) send the material to the landfill 2) barge the material out into the ocean
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dispose of it there, 3) deposit it on land, either a parcel leased or owned by the City, including
the park property or 4) deposit it back into the lake to create wetlands and islands.
Disposal costs are a significant part of the overall costs and it could be cost effective to purchas e
property for the disposal and sell it after the work is complete . This would not address future
dredge disposal needs . The other option relating to land disposal is to have a dredging contractor
be responsible to locate a disposal site and haul it . The availability of property for th e
contractor's disposal would make the cost of dredging difficult to predict . Costs would range up
to $5,000,000 for disposal of the current accumulation in the lake in addition to the other cost s
outlined to complete dredging . This cost assumes disposal at the landfill .
The active park can accept approximately 10-20% of the total amount estimated to be dredged .
These would appear as two mounds of approximately 12 feet in height relative to th e
surrounding area and would be located adjacent to the memorial grove and to the playground .
Drainage facilities may have to be included in at least one of these areas as there are numerou s
drainage ways in the park. The mounds would need to be amended to some degree and plante d
to prevent erosion and blend them better into the park .
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Excerpt from Laguna Lake Dredging Initial Study (ER 31-06 )
Description of the Project :
Laguna Lake is a shallow urban lake located in the City of San Luis Obispo, California . It is currently
surrounded by residential development to the southwest, ranch land to the northwest, the municipa l
Laguna Lake Park to the northeast, and Madonna Road to the southeast (Figure 1 and Figure 2) .

The major open-water portions of the lake, known as the Central Lake and the Southeast Arm, cover a
total area of approximately 23 hectares (57 acres .) In addition, there are approximately 10 hectares (25
acres) of open water and 27 hectares (67 acres) of wetland habitat in adjoining areas, including th e
Prefumo Inlet, the Northwest Inlets, and the Peninsula Inlet (Figure 2) . The main body of Laguna Lake
has not previously been dredged, although the Prefumo Creek inlet has been periodically dredged in th e
past by the City, County and local contractors to remove deposited gravel material coming in fro m
Prefumo Creek.
The area now occupied by Laguna Lake was historically a low-lying area that collected storm wate r
drainage from the surrounding fields and hillsides . In 1963, nearby Prefumo Creek was rerouted t o
drain into the lake area . Continued siltation from the creek began to gradually fill the lake, and so a
small dam was subsequently built at the southeastern end of the lake, near Madonna Road, to raise th e
lake's water level. In spite of these measures, the lake has gone nearly dry twice during the last 2 0
years. In order to maintain the lake's suitability for recreational purposes and wildlife habitat, the Cit y
is proposing dredging as described herein as part of the broader management plan for the park .
Dredging of the lake has been studied extensively over the last 25-30 years . The following document s
have been prepared and the findings are incorporated into the proposed project description an d
associated studies .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Archeological Subsurface Testing at the Laguna Lake Project (Heritage Discoveries (2007 )
Archeological Surface Survey for the Laguna Lake Project ; (Heritage Discoveries (2006)
Ecological Resources and Potential Impacts of Dredging Operations at Laguna Lake ; LFR Inc.
(2003)
Engineering Analysis of Dredging and Disposal Alternatives at Laguna Lake; LFR Inc . (2001 )
Characterization of Sediment and Water at Laguna Lake ; LFR Inc . (2001 )
Rare Plants, Vegetation, and Flora of Laguna Lake Park ; Kell (1996)
Laguna Lake Park Master Plan; City of San Luis Obispo (1993)
Geotechnical Report Laguna Lake Dredging Project ; Earth Systems Consultants (1992 )
Wildlife of Laguna Lake Park Relationship to Proposed Dredging ; Michael T. Hanson (1992)
Laguna Lake Management Program ; City of San Luis Obispo (1981 )
Final EIR – Laguna Lake Management Program; City of San Luis Obispo (1981 )

Through the most recent studies, conducted between 2000 and 2007, the City has evaluated a numbe r
of dredging alternatives including the use of different types of dredging equipment, different method s
to dry the dredged material, and different end uses for the dredged materials . The proposed project is a
hybrid of previously studied approaches to meet the project objective of maintaining suitable lake dept h
while limiting costs . The proposed approach utilizes techniques to avoid and minimize potential
impacts through all phases of the dredging operations . As part of the impact avoidance and
minimization approach, the total volume of dredging has been reduced from approximately 230,00 0
cubic meters (300,800 cubic yards) to approximately 115,000 cubic meters (150,400 cubic yards .)
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The proposed project would entail the use of an electric suction (hydraulic) dredge to remove sedimen t
from the bottom of the lake. Most areas of the lake would be dredged including the main body an d
Prefumo arm, though setbacks have been established that prohibit dredging activities near the lak e
banks to prevent potential bank destabilization . The dredge would operate during approximately 2 2
weeks per year as necessary during the dry season from June through October . As much as 15,300
cubic meters (20,000 cubic yards) would be dredged from the lake each year over a period of ten year s
to achieve a total removal of approximately 115,000 cubic meters of material . The overall rate o f
dredging is restricted primarily by the drying time of the fine grained dredged material. The dredged
material would be pumped via temporary piping from the dredge to an approximately two hectare ( 5
acre) upland drying facility to be constructed in the undeveloped portion of the park (Figure 2). The
drying facility would be comprised of bermed areas created with earthen berms up to two meters ( 6
feet) in height . Dredged material would be pumped into the drying areas in approximately 6 0
centimeter (2 foot) lifts with approximately six weeks of drying time estimated to meet sufficien t
dryness for hauling or rehandling for subsequent use . The final configuration and lift size within th e
anticipated drying area is subject to input from the dredge contractor though it would not affect the
analysis of impacts. The percent water, particle size, and weather conditions (particularly wind an d
temperature) will affect the drying time significantly . It is anticipated that the particle size of most o f
the dredged material will be primarily clay and silt size (requiring a long settlement period) but that th e
area is subject to a high percentage of days through the summer with strong winds and war m
temperatures . As the material dries, a crust is anticipated to form due to the clay nature of the
sediments from the main body of the lake (the Prefumo inlet area has historically been the only are a
with larger sediment size) . To maximize drying efficiency, it is anticipated that heavy equipment (e .g.,
bull-dozer or equivalent) will be used to turn over and wind-row the dredged material as it dries .
Decanted water from the drying facility would pass through a filter at the outlet of the drying facilit y
prior to re-entering the lake . The City has also considered the use of a mechanical dewatering syste m
that would eliminate the need for the large upland drying area and the associated impacts from it s
construction and that would substantially reduce the drying time . However the system is more
expensive than the traditional approach proposed . Mechanical dewatering uses a self contained
centrifuge system that rapidly dries dredged material and immediately returns the water fraction back
to the lake. While the mechanical dewatering is feasible and will likely be evaluated from a cos t
perspective by the City for implementation, this Initial Study addressed the upland drying facility to b e
certain that all potential impacts of the project were evaluated from the most conservative ("worst
case") perspective .
When dry, a portion of the dredged material would be placed within the park in several locations as
described below and in the supporting documents for the project (referenced in Section 19 below) ,
however this analysis assumes that approximately 30,000 cubic meters of the material would b e
trucked off-site for beneficial re-use (when suitable locations are available) or to a landfill where i t
would be used for clean cover.
In developing this project description, the City has studied alternatives and options for each of th e
principal components of the project (dredging methods, drying and rehandling options, disposal/reus e
options) . The studied alternatives included the following :
Dredging Methods
• Hydraulic dredging (hopper dredge, cutterhead dredge)
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• Mechanical dredging (dipper dredge, bucket dredge )
• Specialty options (digger dredge for dry lakebeds )
Drying/Rehandling Options
• Dewatering basins and mechanical handling (using heavy equipment )
• Centrifuge decanting (specialty equipment)
Dis osalOptions
• On-site beneficial reuse (park amendments, wetland creation, island creation, habita t
restoration )
• Off-site beneficial reuse (agricultural fill, commercial fill)
• Off-site commercial disposal (class III landfill, ocean disposal )
After assessment of the potential options, five dredging alternatives were studied in greater detail :
• Full-scale dredging with near shore placement and habitat restoratio n
• Dredging with off-site commercial or agricultural beneficial reuse
• Dredging with off-site landfill disposal
• Dredging with combined on-site island and marshland creatio n
• Limited dredging with near shore placemen t
Based on input from the City Council, City Staff, and the consultants preparing the engineering studies ,
soil and water studies, and the ecological assessment, this project description was prepared combinin g
aspects of several of the studied alternatives to result in a limited dredging project with combined on site and off-site use of dredged material . On-site re-use of materials would include creation of wetland
habitat (by filling an area of shallow open water) and through the creation of hills and berms within the
developed portion of the park that would be subsequently planted with lawn or landscaped fo r
recreational use. It is anticipated that the wetland creation component would utilize approximatel y
60,000 cubic meters (78,500 cubic yards) of dredged material. The material would be placed in th e
peninsula inlet area and potentially in one of the small inlets of the Northwest Inlet area (Figure 2) .
Technical details for this and all of the studied approaches are provided in the Engineering Analysis o f
Dredging and Disposal Alternatives at Laguna Lake (LFR Inc ., 2001) . This document is on file at the
Public Works Department .
The fmal volume of material to be placed within the developed portion of the park and planted wit h
lawn would be determined in cooperation with the City's Parks and Recreation Department but it i s
feasible that at least 25,000 cubic meters (32,700 cubic yards) of the fill could be utilized in thi s
manner. For example a round hill with a maximum height of six meters (20 feet) and a diameter of 12 5
meters (410 feet, resulting in a 10:1 slope) would utilize approximately 25,000 cubic meters of soi l
without compaction . However, because the proposed annual dredging is limited to 15,000 cubic meters
(20,000 cubic yards) per year this approach would require that the first year of material for this purpos e
be stockpiled until the second year of material is available, or that the material is placed an d
temporarily stabilized (for erosion control) until the second year's material is dry and ready for
placement on top . As such, several smaller features, each using less than 15,000 cubic meters ma y
simplify implementation and eliminate the delay in completion for the construction for landscaping . The
impact analysis herein assumes that 25,000 cubic meters of material will be placed within the alread y
developed portion of the park.
The remaining dredged material would be taken off-site for beneficial re-use if suitable sites ar e
available such as agricultural fill or commercial fill . If no such beneficial reuse sites are available, the
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material would be taken to a commercial landfill . Material taken off-site would be hauled from th e
dewatering/rehandling facility through the park to Los Osos Valley Road and east to highway 10 1
(Figure 2) . Off-site hauling of 30,000 cubic meters (40,000 cubic yards) of material would requir e
approximately 750 truck loads . It is anticipated that the hauling could be completed in one month wit h
approximately ten truck trips per day . The number of trucks employed and the total round trip hau l
time will affect the potential number of trucks per day and it is expected that the number of days o f
hauling could be reduced significantly if desired by increasing the trucks per day, though that woul d
not affect the total number of trips . The impact analysis herein assumed up to 30 truck trips per day .
Through the inclusion of the proposed minimization and mitigation measures, the project will b e
"carbon neutral" with no net increase in greenhouse gas emissions .
Project Description
An archeologist will review the final plans for the dredging project to confirm that the final plan s
do not conflict with the findings of this Initial Study and that there are no project activities in the
vicinity of site CA-SLO-605
2. An electric suction dredge would be used to remove sediment from the lake bottom . The
discharge would include a significant percentage of water (80% to 90%) that would flo w
passively back to the lake from drying areas . Use of an electric system would minimize noise an d
air emissions.
3. The dredge would operate on cables and may or may not have an operator on the dredge itself .
4. Most of lake would be dredged (including the Prefumo Ann and removal of the delta at the mout h
of the Prefumo Arm)
5. The project would be conducted seasonally over approximately ten years . Periodic or low volum e
dredging would occur as follow up to maintain the lake depth .
6. Approximately 15,000 cubic meters of material would be removed per year .
7. The operation would occur for approximately 22 weeks per year through the summer season wit h
most of the time required for drying . The actual dredging component would likely be complete d
within four weeks per year .
8. State and federal regulatory agency permits would be obtained as required .
9. Approximately two hectares (5 acres) of the upland area adjacent to the lake would be used fo r
settling, drying, and rehandling operations .
10. Once dried for rehandling, a portion of the sediment would be kept in the developed park area t o
form berms or hills which would be vegetated to blend into the park landscaping .
11. A portion of the dredged material would be placed on the peninsula area to raise its level and/or i n
the adjacent open water area to decrease the depth and create vegetated wetlands .
12. The dredged material that is not re-used on-site, would be trucked off-site following drying to a n
alternative disposal area (either a landfill for clean cover or potentially a construction site or othe r
beneficial reuse site as available and appropriate) .
13. Haul routes will be marked with signs notifying park visitors of truck hauling activities and par k
speed limits enforced .
14. Berms for drying beds would be created in the upland area using primarily onsite material s
potentially with some import . The berms would be approximately two meters high.
15. Noise level monitoring of equipment will occur to ensure it is below required levels .
16. Construction and handling activities will only occur during normal working hours on weekdays .
1.
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17. Filters would be installed at the water outlets of the drying beds to ensure that water returning t o
lake does not contain excessive suspended sediment .
18. Water samples will be collected and tested to ensure compliance with local, state and federa l
standards pertaining to Total Dissolved Solids limits . Adjustments will be made to the dewatering
operation if needed to maintain standards .

RESOLUTION NO.

(2009 Series)

A RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SAN LUIS OBISP O
APPROVING THE MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
FOR THE LAGUNA LAKE DREDGING PROJEC T
WHEREAS, the City is pursuing the dredging of Laguna Lake ; and
WHEREAS, an environmental review was prepared and made available for publi c
comment at the time and in the manner required by law ; and
WHEREAS, the Council has reviewed and considered the Negative Declaration of
environmental impact for the project ;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of San Lui s
Obispo as follows :
SECTION 1 . Environmental Determination . The City Council fmds and
determines that the project's Mitigated Negative Declaration adequately addresses the potentia l
significant environmental impacts of the proposed project entitlements in accordance with th e
California Environmental Quality Act and the City's Environmental Guidelines, and reflects the
independent judgment of the Council . The Council hereby adopts the Mitigated Negativ e
Declaration incorporating all of the mitigation measures listed below into the project :
Mitigation Measures:
1. Air Quality Mitigation
a. AIR-0l Restrict Footprint : Reduce the amount of the disturbed area where possible .
b. AIR-02-Prevent Airborne Dust : A dust control plan shall be submitted to Air Pollutio n
Control District at least 30-days prior to construction and should consider emplo y
measures such as water trucks or sprinkler systems in sufficient quantities to prevent
airborne dust from leaving the site. Increased watering frequency would be required
whenever wind speeds exceed 15 mph. Reclaimed (non-potable) water should be used
whenever possible . All PM,o mitigation measures required in the plan should be shown o n
any construction plans and monitored in the field to prevent transport of dust offsite.
c. AIR-03-Stockpile Management : If stockpiled soil remains on-site beyond the appropriat e
drying period for reuse or disposal, spraying to prevent dust shall be required or th e
material shall be adequately covered and secured .
d. AIR-04-Dust Control Implementation: Permanent dust control should be implemented a s
soon as possible following completion of any soil disturbing activities .
e. AIR-05-Extended Soil Stabilization : Exposed ground areas that are planned to be
reworked at dates greater than one month after initial grading should be sown with a fas t
germinating native grass seed and watered until vegetation is established .
R
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f. AIR-06-Vehicle Speed : Vehicle speed for all construction vehicles shall not exceed 1 5
miles per hour on any unpaved surface at the construction site .
g. AIR-07-Haul Truck Dust Control : All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loos e
materials are to be covered or should maintain at least two feet of freeboard (minimu m
vertical distance between top of load and top of trailer) in accordance with Californi a
Vehicle Code Section 23114 .
h. AIR-08 -Roadway Dust Control : If visible soil material is carried onto adjacent pave d
roads, install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved roads onto streets, o r
wash off trucks and equipment leaving the site, and sweep streets at the end of each day .
Water sweepers with reclaimed water should be used where feasible .
Standard NOx Control Measures for Construction Equipment :
i. AIR-09-Equipment Maintenance : Maintain all construction equipment in proper tun e
according to manufacturer's specifications .
J.

AIR-10-Fuel : Fuel all off-road and portable diesel powered equipment with Air Resource s
Board certified motor vehicle diesel fuel (non-taxed version suitable for use off-road .)

k. AIR-11-Diesel Equipment : Maximize, to the extent practical and feasible, the use of diese l
construction equipment meeting Air Resources Board's Tier III equipment .
1.

AIR-12-Equipment Certification: Maximize to the extent practical and feasible, the use o f
on-road heavy-duty equipment and trucks that meet the Air Resources Board's Tier II I
certification standard for on-road heavy-duty diesel engines .

m. AIR-13-Idling of Diesel Equipment : All on and off-road diesel equipment shall not b e
allowed to idle for more than 3 minutes . Signs shall be posted in the designated queuin g
areas and or job sites to remind drivers and operators of the 3 minute idling limit .
n. AIR-14 Queuing of Haul Trucks : Queuing of haul trucks should be in location to minimize
impact to park visitors or neighboring residents .
o. AIR-15 Dredge : Electrification of dredging and pumping equipment is recommended as
feasible.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions :
p. AIR-16- Carbon Neutrality: Greenhouse gas emissions will be minimized through the use
of an electric dredge rather than a diesel dredge . The off-site greenhouse gas emission s
associated with the power production by the energy company (PG&E) will be offse t
through participation in PG&E's Climate Smart Green House Gas offset program.
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2. Biological Resources Mitigation
a. BIO-01 Project scheduling : Dredging activity in or within 23 meters of nesting areas wil l
be scheduled to avoid the bird breeding season (March 1 – August 31 .) The initial upland
disturbance (creation of the drying facility) will be scheduled outside the bird breedin g
season unless a nesting survey of the disturbance area is completed immediately prior t o
disturbance and finds no nesting activity . Dredging is proposed to occur during th e
summer to avoid the winter/spring breeding season of amphibians and to minimize the
likelihood of turtles in the bottom material within the dredging areas .
b. BIO-02 Field Design Placement : The City Biologist and the Biological Monitor (discusse d
below) will walk the construction areas as drawn in the final design specifications for th e
drying/rehandling facility to confirm that the location is the most appropriate and
maximizes resource avoidance . Minor adjustments to the disturbance area may be made at
that time to further reduce impacts . The City Biologist and the Biological Monitor will
work with the dredge contractor to determine the onshore landing of= the temporar y
pipeline to connect the dredge to the drying facility. The portion that extends through th e
wetlands should be flagged in advance and should ideally remain in place throughout th e
entire project to avoid temporary impacts associated with installation and removal .
c. BIO-03 Biological awareness training : All contractors will participate in meetings be
designed to inform construction personnel of issues related to sensitive biologica l
resources potentially encountered during the project . These meetings will cover the basic
biology and identification of sensitive species occurring at the project site and cover on site protection measures of these species . State and federal laws protecting sensitiv e
species and penalties for non-compliance will also be discussed . Other topics such as spill
prevention and cleanup procedures and the location of areas off limits to constructio n
personnel will be addressed .
d. BIO-04 Work area delineation: All work areas will be delineated using silt fence, cautio n
tape, cones or other appropriate material to indicate where work is permitted to occur an d
what areas are to be avoided . All work areas and avoidance areas will be discussed wit h
construction personnel during daily "tailgate" meetings .
e. BIO-05 Pre-construction wildlife surveys: These surveys are designed to detect sensitiv e
species occurring in the work area just prior to the start of dredging . Pre-constructio n
surveys allow for sensitive species occurring in the work area to be re-located a s
appropriate, avoided, or protected by other means so that no take occurs as a result o f
project activities . Pre-construction wildlife surveys will occur no sooner than two week s
prior to the start of the project . If a federally or state listed threatened or endangere d
species is observed in the work area, the proposed activities in the area will be re evaluated by the contractor, the City and the Biological Monitor to ensure that no tak e
will occur . No disturbance activities are allowable in an area supporting a state or federall y
listed species if the activity could result in take of the listed species .
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BIO-06 Biological monitoring : The purpose of an on-site Biological Monitor is to ensure
that all sensitive species avoidance and protection measures agreed upon for the projec t
are properly implemented and maintained and to ensure that all work procedures ar e
conducted in a manner that maximizes resource avoidance and impact minimization. The
Biological Monitor will also help to make on-site decisions regarding any sensitive specie s
identified during dredging operations . Monitoring is not required daily, but will b e
required during all initial clearing and then periodically (at least weekly) through th e
dredging or at the discretion of the Biological Monitor in coordination with the City. If at
any time a state or federally listed threatened or endangered species is observed in th e
work are, all work activities will stop in the area . The Biological Monitor will be
responsible for a determination of what activities may proceed that do not pose the risk o f
take of the listed species .

g. BIO-07 Exclusion fencing : Exclusion fencing (silt fence) will be installed to reduce th e
likelihood of species such as southwestern pond turtles from entering the work area s
(particularly the settling ponds or along. hauling roads). It is very important that silt fence
be installed properly and checked regularly by the Biological Monitor for issues requirin g
repair or re-installation due to wind or mechanical impacts .
h. BIO-08 Avoidance areas : Areas of important biological significance to potentially
occurring sensitive species will be flagged or marked in some way to signify that n o
project related activities are to occur within these areas . Avoidance areas will be displaye d
in a figure and shown to the construction personnel during the tailgate meetings .
i. BIO-09 Habitat replacement : Any impacts to sensitive native habitats will be mitigated .
On-site restoration of impacted plant communities will occur within the areas disturbed b y
the project and/or within the park . Restoration activities including weed abatement o f
otherwise high quality habitat and installation of propagules in areas where nativ e
emergence is needed are appropriate and will be implemented under a habitat restoratio n
plan that identifies specific areas of impact and restoration . The restoration plan will be
reviewed and approved by the City Biologist . Temporary impacts of native habitat will b e
mitigated on a minimum 1 :1 basis . Permanent impacts to native habitat will be mitigated
on a 3 :1 basis. Because the dredge will remain outside marsh habitat (minimum 23-meter s
from the bank) and because the drying and rehandling facility will be constructed in a n
area of non-native annual grassland, impacts to sensitive native plant communities ar e
expected to be minimal and temporary.
J.

BIO-l0 Biological monitoring : An on-site Biological Monitor will review the final desig n
plans and will survey the disturbance area for the drying and rehandling facility with the
City Biologist when it is flagged in the field . The Biological Monitor will be on-site durin g
project activities to ensure that all sensitive species avoidance and protection measure s
agreed upon for the project are properly implemented and maintained and to ensure tha t
all work procedures are conducted in a manner that maximizes resource avoidance an d
impact minimization. The Biological Monitor will also help to make implementation
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decisions throughout the project regarding any potential ecological issues or to addres s
sensitive species identified during the project operations . Monitoring is not required daily ,
but will be required during all initial clearing and then periodically (at least weekly)
through the dredging or at the discretion of the Biological Monitor in coordination wit h
the City . The Biological Monitor will have stop-work authority and will do so should a
listed species be identified in the work area . Work will not recommence in the area unti l
the Biological Monitor determines what activities may proceed that do not pose the risk o f
take of the listed species . The Biological Monitor will prepare regular monitoring report s
during all phases of the work for review by the City Biologist . Monitoring reports will
briefly describe the work activities conducted during the monitoring period, the statu s
and/or condition of resource protection measures, and any occurrences of sensitive specie s
or events requiring the involvement of the Biological Monitor .
3. Cultural Resources Mitigatio n
The project does not require mitigation for cultural resources impacts ; however, the following
monitoring is required as a measure of caution .
a. CULT-01 Cultural resource monitoring : Prior to project implementation, an archaeologis t
will review the final project plans for the Laguna Lake dredging project to confirm that the
final plans to not conflict with the findings or recommendations from the current studies .
4. Geology&Soils Mitigation
a. GEO-1 Use appropriate shoreline setbacks and dredging depths : ESC (1992)
recommended that no dredging be conducted within 15 meters (50 feet) of the shoreline a s
mapped at maximum lake elevation . ESC (1992) further concluded that dredging shall b e
conducted to depths of 0 .76 meters (2 .5 feet) at distances of 15 to 23 meters (50 to 7 5
feet) from the shoreline, and to depths of 1 .5 meters (5 feet) at distances of more than 2 3
m (75 ft) ft from the shoreline . The current proposal incorporates a complete setback o f
23 meters to avoid potential impacts.
b. GEO-2 Conduct pre-dredging reconnaissance of shoreline structures : ESC (1992)
indicated that it would be prudent to document the existing structures, fences, retainin g
walls, and other improvements along the shoreline just prior to initiation of dredging . This
could facilitate recognition of any adverse effects related to dredging, and woul d
document pre-existing conditions.
c. GEO-03 Monitoring Program : An appropriately licensed engineer or geologist will certify
the final dredging design specifications and confirm that the proposed 23-meter setback s
from the banks of the lake avoids the potential for significant impacts .
5. Hydrology and Water Quality Mitigation
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The project does not require mitigation for water quality impacts ; however, the following
monitoring is required as a measure of caution .
a. HYDRO-0l - Monitoring Program: Testing return water for Total Dissolved Solid s
content : Samples of return water from the dredge operation shall be collected and teste d
regularly or as needed to insure compliance with local, state, or federal standard s
pertaining to allowable Total Dissolved Solids limits . If test results show unacceptabl e
amounts of Total Dissolved Solids in the return water, then the release of return water will
be stopped to allow for changes to the system that will result in returning the Total
Dissolved Solids to acceptable levels upon start-up of operations .
6. Noise Mitigatio n
The project does not require mitigation for noise issues ; however, the following monitoring is
required.
a. NOISE-01 Monitoring Program: Periodic noise level monitoring: The noise levels
produced by equipment working on the project shall be monitored routinely throughout
the project. Equipment or activities found to be exceeding noise standards established in
the noise ordinance are to be prevented from conducting further work on the project sit e
until such time as it can be demonstrated that they can operate below such standards .
7. Recreation Mitigation
The project does not require mitigation for recreation impacts ; however, the following
monitoring is required as a measure of caution .
a. REC-01 Monitoring Program : The allowable work periods (regular business hours o n
weekdays with no weekend or holiday work) shall be a part of the contract for the projec t
and compliance shall be monitored by City Staff as part of standard monitoring fo r
construction projects.
8. Transportation Mitigation
The project does not require mitigation for transportation issues ; however, the following
monitoring is required as a measure of caution.
a. TRANS-01 Monitoring Program : Installation of appropriate signage identifying hau l
routes and notifying park visitors of truck hauling activity, and the required speed limi t
shall be a part of the project contract and shall be monitored by City Staff as part o f
standard monitoring of construction projects .

Upon motion of
and on the following vote :

, seconded by
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AYES:
NOES :
ABSENT :
The foregoing resolution was adopted this

day of

2009 .

Mayor David F . Romero
ATTEST :

Elaina Cano
City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM :

Jonathan P. Lowell
City Attorney
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council memoRanOu m
November 25, 2009:
TO:

City Counci l

VIA :

Ken Hampian, City Manager

FROM:

Jay Walter, Public Works Directo r

SUBJECT : Laguna Lake Dredging Item for 12-1-09 Meetin g

Based on the discussion regarding the dredging of Laguna Lake at the November 17, 200 9
Council meeting, staff has put together some additional information in this memorandum t o
assist the Council in reaching an outcome .
There are basically two issues before the Council in this matter, 1) approval of the environmenta l
document and 2) direction to staff on follow-up actions . If progress is to be made on this item, i t
will be important for the Council to remain focused on these higher level decisions and leave th e
more detailed and technical strategy decisions for another day (or, if appropriate, as follow-u p
for staff) . We strongly recommend organizing the Council discussion in this fashion .
1) Environmental Document
The Council should consider if the document is adequate for the project description, if mor e
study needs to be completed, or if a full Environmental Impact Report should be completed .
Staffs position is that the existing document adequately addresses the project proposed by th e
Council under previous action . The document covers placement of dredge spoils on the activ e
park, placement of spoils elsewhere in the lake, use of a portion of the preserve area for drying
and temporary storage of spoils, and removal to a permanent off site disposal location . The
consultant agrees that the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/MND) sufficientl y
covers the option of nearby property reuse .
If the project should move forward differently than currently outlined, a determination would b e
needed as to whether the project was a version of the original with lower impacts or a differen t
project needing a revised environmental document . In other words, approving the environmental
document now does not preclude the City from undertaking the project another way . However ,
the approval of the environmental document improves the City's chance of obtaining gran t
assistance, and allows staff to move forward with additional work items if dredging is pursued .
2) Direction to Staff
In our view, there are three basic options for the Council to consider . From these, staff actions
will flow. Staff needs the Council to confirm that either, 1) there is still interest on the part of th e
Council to continue to pursue ways to accomplish dredging the lake, 2) the Council is unsure o f
whether this is an important goal for the community and wishes to gauge the level of interes t
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through a citizen engagement process, or 3) the Council does not wish to allocate any additiona l
funding or staff resources to this effort at this time .
If the Council wishes to have staff continue working toward dredging, staff needs only broa d
direction to do so . For this option, staff recommends Council direct staff to proceed with
exploring the off-site use of the material, including possible sale of the material as fill to assist i n
addressing the disposal issue (this would include staff contact with neighboring propert y
owners) . Also recommended is completing a survey of lake front properties to gauge support fo r
an assessment district, short of an actual assessment vote, and preparing a proposal for futur e
Council consideration to obtain the services of a professional grant writer .
If the Council remains unsure of the importance of maintaining the lake for the recreationa l
opportunities it has offered in the past, then staff recommends entering a citizen engagemen t
activity . Council direction to staff should include pursuit of a grant to complete a citize n
engagement process, and commencement of the engagement effort . It should be noted that an
engagement process could also be used to consider dredging methods and funding approaches, i f
the Council chooses to pursue dredging . In consultation with Don Maruska, staff has drafted a
summary of how an engagement might be structured (at whatever point used) . This summary is
provided below .
If the Council determines that dredging is not a high enough priority at this time to expend an y
additional funding or staff resources, when compared with other initiatives identified through th e
goal setting process, staff needs only this general direction . The Council can then reactivate th e
project at some future date.
Citizen Engagement Option
The Council could choose to utilize a citizen engagement process at this time, or later as further
information is developed and subsequent decisions are made . An earlier use of engagemen t
would have the advantage of bringing a broader cross-section of the community into the issu e
prior to making the fundamental decisions (e .g. to pursue dredging further or not) . It would also
have the advantage of "bringing people along" as .the issue further evolves and develops . On the
other hand, the Council may wish to provide further guidance on the fundamental issues, and
then engage citizens to review and discuss options and costs related to implementation .
At whatever stage an engagement process is used, in discussions with consultant Don Maruska, i t
is recommended that a "large group" model be employed . Using this model, a "working group "
would be formed from a larger group and then serve on behalf of the larger group, as the issue i s
studied and recommendations developed .
To paint the picture a bit further, a large community workshop could be held with invitations t o
assure broad community representation . Following this meeting, the Council would appoint a
"working group" from those expressing interest in such service at the community workshop .
While this group would be composed of persons representing diverse interests, participants
should also be committed to objectivity and a willingness to serve the hopes and address th e
concerns of the larger group (as identified at the initial workshop) . Therefore, persons who ar e
staunch advocates for only one course of action would participate at the large group level, but
not as a working group member.
Over the course of the citizen engagement process, Mr. Maruska suggests an "accordion-like "
flow whereby the process would move back and forth between all participants and the smalle r
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group of representatives . Within Council parameters (and resources), the smaller group coul d
even request added study of the issue, if warranted by the process . The focus established b y
Council would be depend upon the point at which the engagement process is initiated (e .g. if
utilized now, the focus might be on the cost-benefit of dredging vs . allowing the lake to evolve to
a marsh ; but if utilized after a decision to dredge is made, the focus might be on options fo r
paying for dredging) .
There should be a system of "checking back in" with the full Council periodically, to assur e
consistency with the general task assigned by Council . And, of course, after receipt of the
recommendations developed through the engagement process, the City Council would still b e
responsible for the final decision(s) .
In any case, the above approach offers a model for how a "best practice" citizen engagemen t
might work, based on Mr . Maruska's experience with similar issues . It should also be noted that
Mr . Maruska has some insight as to the scope and complexity of the Laguna Lake issue by virtu e
of his experience with it during several goal setting processes, and his suggestion has been mad e
based on that insight .
Additional Informatio n
During the Council meeting and in emails to staff, additional information was requested . That
information is summarized below in the form of Questions and Answers (Q & A .)
Q1 . The 115,000 c.m . of dredge spoils — Why was this figure cut from 230,000 c .m., as had
been originally proposed? What would the resulting depth of the lake be ?
A : The Council made a decision to reduce the area of the lake in which dredging would
occur rather than the depth . The resulting depth is still to be around the 9' mark .
Q2 . Am I correct in thinking that we propose to utilize this volume as follows : 60,000 c .m.:
Wetland creation on-site, in the peninsula inlet and the Northwest Inlets ; 25,000 c.m.: Onsite landscaped/planted hill(s) with overall dimensions of about 6 m x 125 m, sloping @
1 :10 (may be broken into two or more smaller hills, each utilizing <15K c .m.); 30,000
c .m. : Trucked off-site, destination not known at this time . . . possibly for agricultural use ,
but "worst case" in a nearby landfill .
A : Generally that is correct, with the exception that we would probably not do wetlan d
creation in the NW inlets unless we obtained permission from the property owners . The
size of the mounds may vary depending upon the final locations .
Q3. The first part (60K c .m .) used for wetland creation — why would this need to be drie d
before it could be dumped back into the shallower inlets ?
A : The material may not need to be as dry as for hauling, but it will be coming out of th e
dredge as largely water and decanting will need to occur to allow placement .
Q4. The second part (25K c.m .) — have we had any experience trying to get these lake-bottom
sediments planted? Given all the fines and clays, wouldn't it need to be mixed with nativ e
soils in order to support native grasses or shrubs ?
A: The bottom materials are expected to need amendment .
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Q5 . The third part (30K c.m .) — This volume is noted to require up to 750 truck trips, and th e
MND states that the material would be stockpiled and the trip trips then "stacked" so that i t
would be done within a 30-day period, and up to 30 truck trips per day . Would it not b e
less impact to stretch that removal program over more days, thus reducing the congestio n
of so many trucks ?
A : The hauling operation could be modified, and might be as the project developed . The
MND was intended to address more of a worse case operation, short of an operation tha t
would trigger an EIR.
Q6. Another question : How much grading is required to create berms up to 2 meters hig h
surrounding the drying beds? These berms would be created, I assume, from excavatin g
native soils nearby — would the soils be extracted by scraping up the bottoms of th e
proposed beds? Would it really be necessary to set aside as much as five acres of thi s
drying and handling area if we did not propose to stockpile the dredged material that i s
being removed?
A : The beds would be created with local materials when possible . The acreage is largel y
for use as decanting and drying areas, not stockpile areas .
Q7 . The MND notes that GHG emissions, primarily from the electrical power required to ru n
the dredge and the pumps, will be offset by participation in the PG&E Climate Smar t
program . I'd like more specifics about the Climate Smart program, and any added cost for
that energy source associated with participating in it .
A: ClimateSmartTM , is intended to offset GHG emissions from electrical power generation .
According to PG&E (at http:/'www .joinclimatesmart .com/) :
"When you join the ClimateSmart program, your monthly energy bill shows the cos t
of reducing or absorbing the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) associated with you r
business' actual energy use . Through 2009, the monthly cost for ClimateSmar t
participation is $0 .00254 per kilowatt-hour (for electricity) and $0.06528 per therm
(for natural gas)."
"100% of your payment is tax-deductible and supports projects that reduce or absor b
GHG emissions by conserving and restoring native redwood forests or capturin g
methane gas from dairy farms and landfills ."
"The ClimateSmart program is being funded by PG&E customers in accordance wit h
the California Public Utilities Commission . To make participating customers carbo n
neutral, PG&E may enter into greenhouse gas emission reduction contracts where th e
reductions occur over time into the future ."
The projected total cost of enrollment in the ClimateSmart program could be readil y
calculated if an estimate of total Project electrical consumption was available, but is likel y
to be on the order of $10,000 to $50,000 over the 10-year Project life .
The cost of enrollment could also be evaluated as a percentage surcharge over PG&E' s
regular electrical rates . For example, if PG&E normally charges $0 .10 per kilowatt-hour ,
then enrollment in the ClimateSmart program would increase the cost for power t o
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$0 .10254, an increase of 2 .54% . If the rate for power is more expensive, then the surcharge
would be lower as a percentage . For example, if the normal cost is $0 .15 per kilowatt-hour ,
then enrollment in the ClimateSmart program would increase the cost for power t o
$0 .15254, an increase of 1 .69% . The percentage power cost increase for enrollment in th e
ClimateSmart program could be readily calculated if the anticipated power costs for th e
Project, per kilowatt-hour, were available .
Q8 . The MND notes on p . 30 that Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) will be monitored for all retur n
water from the dredge operation, and "if test results show unacceptable amounts of TDS i n
the return water, then the release of return water will be stopped to allow for changes in th e
system that will result in returning the TDS to acceptable levels . . ." What is the acceptable
level of TDS in the return water? What's the likelihood that return water from a dredge –
which would, I assume, be coming right off the dredge materials – be within suc h
"acceptable" limits ?
A : Allowable TDS will be dictated by regulatory agencies . The project is still subject t o
their review and requirements .
Q9 . The MND states on p . 21 that the dredge generates "very little noise ." What is th e
estimated noise level for the dredge we expect to use? Is it high-frequency noise? Is th e
noise generated at the dredge site, and if not where is the maximum noise expected to
originate ?
A : Staff has not specified the dredge to be used, however, the dredge staff visited in th e
Oxnard area was virtually inaudible . More noise could be expected from the drying sit e
where equipment will be moving material and trucks moving .
Q10. How often do we excavate the Prefumo Creek arm, generally, and what amount is typicall y
drawn from that source? When was the last time we had that done? Is this done by City
crews or under contract? Finally, how do we make use of the sand and gravel that w e
excavate from there? Or is it given away (or sold?) to road builders, private contractors ,
A : Computerized records show the Arm was excavated in 1995, 1999, 2002, 2006 –
roughly every 3 to 4 years . We have been removing between 3,000 and 5,000 cubic yards
each time . The work is done by a contractor who is responsible for proper disposal of th e
removed material . Presumably, if the material has, or does not have resale value, that i s
reflected in the bid from the contractor.
Q11. Do we continue to place timbers in the outlet structure to maintain the lake level at som e
point in the summer? I know this was a proposal in the 1982 Laguna Lake Managemen t
Plan, but I'm wondering if it's still implemented . If not, could we resume doing that?
A : We do not place timbers at the outlet structure any more . To the best of long-ter m
staff's recollection, it stopped when the long-term Public Works Director retired and som e
maintenance mid-managers and lead staff lost their jobs or were reassigned . The Director
normally triggered the installation . It consisted of 2 – 4"x12" boards placed at each outlet .
It did not stop the water but slowed it considerably . This activity could be resumed, whic h
would increase the lake level during the summer.
Q12. Is there any active proposal by the City to excavate/"clean out" the stretch of Prefum o
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Creek downstream from Madonna Road ?
This project is in the second year of the 2009-11 Financial Plan and is currently schedule d
for summer of 2011 .
Q13. How much fill was required for the Market Place project proposed by Ernie Dalidio in what was it, 2001? As I recall, he had to elevate the developed portion of this project a
considerable amount to get it above the 100-year floodplain . Additional fill material would
be required in order to construct an overpass at Prado Road . Pm asking because it seems t o
me that the Dalidio property is a logical potential site for depositing some of the dredg e
spoils, if suitable for construction fill OR for agricultural purposes . We might even
consider taking it for the 90-acre agricultural preserve, if it would be a good amendmen t
for the native soils there . The dredging process could even potentially use a suction slurr y
in the lake outlet, under Madonna Road, to minimize the disturbance of trucking the drie d
dredge spoils - thus having no direct impact on the active park OR the natural reserve .
A : The project required 100,000 cubic yards of material . The information on the lake
material to date does not indicate it is a quality material . It would need to be blended to b e
used . The material would not be expected to add to the existing high quality of the native
soils at the agricultural preserve and should not be used there .
Q14. What is happening with fill rates ?
A: Fill rates averaged 0 .08 ft/yr over the whole lake from the time depth information i s
available . This represents a range of averages from 0 .03 ft/yr in the NW Inlet area to 0 .1 4
ft/year in the central lake near the delta . This makes sense if Prefumo Creek is indeed th e
main purveyor of sediment into the lake .
The following is more detail on the rates during various time periods and in the variou s
lake sections between bottom surveys . As can be seen by the table, the area near the delt a
is what drives the sedimentation rate .
Years

Rate in feet/year

Central Lake near Delta
1694-1977
1977-1992
1992-2001

0 .08
0.06
0.29

1964-1977
1977-2001

0.03
0.09

1957-1977
1977-2001

0.0 0
0.09

1957-1977
1977-2001

0.00
0.06

Southeast Arm

NW Lake

NW Inlet

These surveys suggest that it would take about 90 years from now for the lake to fil l
completely ; however, once a certain depth (about four feet) is achieved, establishment o f
emergent vegetation such as cattails speeds up and may speed up the sedimentation rate .
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Q15 . At the November 17, 2009 Council meeting during the item on Laguna Lake Dredging ,
Brett Cross made the statement during the public comment period that dredging was th e
number one item listed in the 1993 revision of the Laguna Lake Park Master Plan .
A . The Laguna Lake Park Master Plan addresses several elements :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Overall Park Experience and Motif
Passive Recreation Opportunitie s
Water related Recreation Opportunitie s
Nature Preserv e
Maintenance and Safet y

Dredging the lake is not specifically addressed in the master plan . There is reference to
using the dredge spoils to create 6 foot high berms throughout the park that are plante d
with California native windbreak trees .
In reviewing the public input for the two workshops leading up to the creation of th e
master plan, there is one exercise where the question was "what would you like se e
changed at Laguna Lake Park?" Dredging was listed as the item that all the breakou t
groups commonly listed to see changed at the park . A second exercise that addressed
future park features indicated support for dredging the lake from each breakout group .
In the Constraint Analysis, a reference is made to the 1982 Laguna Lake Managemen t
Plan, where lake sedimentation is addressed ; the consultant chose not to repeat tha t
analysis in creating the master plan . This issue was addressed a second time when the
amendment to the Laguna Lake Park Master Plan came to Council in June 2005, which
reiterated that the master plan does not include a recommendation for dredging .
(Information from Parks and Recreation Department)
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